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ABSTRACT 

 Auditory prosthesis (AP) is a widely used electronic device for 
patients suffering with severe hearing loss by electrically 
stimulating the auditory nerve using an electrode array surgically 
placed inside the inner ear.  The AP also known as cochlear implant 
(CI) mainly contains external Body worn Speech Processor 
(BWSP) and internal Implantable Receiver Stimulator (IRS).  
BWSP receives an external sound or speech and generates encoded 
speech data bits for transmission to IRS via Radio Frequency 
transcutaneous link for excitation of electrode array placed in the 
inner ear.  Development of BWSP and IRS involves normally the 
use of either standard microprocessor or microcontroller or digital 
signal processor (DSP) or FPGA or ASIC devices.  Sometimes the 
performance of the AP system using the standard processors 
cannot meet the requirement of the intended application.  As the 
selected DSP processor (ADSP2185) from Analog Devices Inc. 
solely cannot perform the purpose of the speech processor for 
auditory prostheses, the Xilinx FPGA is added to fulfill the 
requirement.  Combination of a standard processor such as DSP 
and FPGA may lead to the solution in both prototyping and target 
operational system.  The ADSP2185 processor is used to realize 
the Continuous Interleaved Sampling (CIS) algorithm for speech 
signal processing and FPGA is used to realize the speech data 
encoding algorithm. This paper introduces practical 
implementations of digital speech processor for use in AP based on 
DSP ADSP-2185 and Xilinx’s FPGA Spartan 3 with the 
description of practical data.  The combination of ADSP2185 and 
FPGA is used to develop Speech Processor for an auditory 
prosthesis.  FPGA implementation of speech data encoder is 
initially simulated using ModelSim and interfaced with 
ADSP2185.  The entire embedded application is tested with real 

time speech signals by using laboratory model IRS and satisfactory 
results are observed. 

Keywords:  Auditory prosthesis/cochlear implant, Speech 
Processor, DSP, FPGA. 

1. Introduction 
  Development of embedded applications normally 
requires the use of either standard microprocessor or 
microcontroller or digital signal processor (DSP).  Design of 
embedded system involves the partition of target system into 
hardware and software implementation parts.  The price and 
performance requirements represent major criteria to choose 
between hardware and software implementation of the solution.  
Standard single-chip microcomputers or DSP’s often sufficient for 
application requirement, and only software has to be developed for 
a given application.  If additional hardware interfacing is required, 
it is usually implemented using standard specialized chips, or using 
general MSI/SSI chips.  This leads to a static solution and the PCB 
is to be redesigned for any alterations.  Field-Programmable static 
RAM based Gate Arrays offer easy reprogrammability and change 
of the function without change of the PCB design using simple 
downloading of a new bit stream representing new circuit design. 
The feature of dynamic reconfigurability is used to change the 
dynamically the function of an FPGA in a time-multiplexed manner 
[1].  FPGA is a programmable logic device that supports 
implementation of relatively large logic circuits. DSPs are a type of 
specialized processor with customized architectures to achieve high 
performance in signal processing applications.   DSPs usually 
include hardware support for fast arithmetic, including single cycle 
multiply instructions (often both fixed-point and floating-point), 

Figure 1: Functional block diagram of Speech Processor for Auditory Prosthesis. 
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large (extra wide) accumulators, and hardware support for highly 
pipelined, parallel computation and data movement.  To keep a 
steady flow of operands available, DSP systems usually rely on 
specialized, high bandwidth memory subsystems.  The 
complementary capabilities of DSPs and FPGAs integrated into 
high-density systems will continue to evolve to meet the growing 
challenges of high-complexity signal processing applications. 

 The auditory prosthesis has recently emerged as clinically 
acceptable prosthesis for aiding people who suffers from a 
profound to total sensorineural hearing loss. The multi-channel 
auditory prosthesis system, based on research undertaken at the 
Andhra University and Naval Science and Technological 
Laboratory, Visakhapatnam [2-5], uses an external BWSP and 
surgically implanted prosthesis to stimulate auditory neurons with 
biphasic pulses via an electrode array placed in the scala tympani 
of the cochlea (inner ear).  The performance of the AP depends on 
the various parameters such as number of electrodes, placement of 
electrodes, types of electrodes, stimulation, and the speech 
processing strategies to deliver the important acoustic features to 
understand the sound under noisy environment.  Development of 
high performance speech processor for auditory prostheses for AP 
involves careful selection of the parameters. 

The development of auditory prostheses involves the potpourri of 
electronic systems, signal processing, mechanical engineering, 
physiology, electronics engineering and computer science and 
engineering [6-9]. Signal processing plays an important role in the 
development of different techniques for deriving electrical stimuli 
from the speech signal. Developing speech or sound signal 
processing algorithms that would help in mimicking the function of 
a normal cochlea in inner ear is the biggest challenge for the signal 
processing engineers.  The function of Auditory Prostheses is an 
artificial replacement of damaged inner ear using external BWSP 
and IRS for stimulating auditory nerve via electrode array that 
enables understanding the speech by brain. The BWSP receives an 
external sound or speech and generates encoded speech data bits 
for transmission to receiver-stimulator via an inductive Radio 
Frequency (RF) transcutaneous link.   The IRS receives the 
encoded speech data bits via RF receiver, decodes the speech data 
and electrically stimulates the corresponding electrode of line 
electrode array.  

The working principle of the external BWSP is as follows:  
the microphone is used for picking up sound wave for converting 
into an electrical signal by a device – CODEC (CODER-
DECODER). CODEC is basically a combination of a high speed 
ADC-DAC, which picks up analog sound signal from microphone, 
converts into digital samples and sent to the DSP for speech 
processing using CIS algorithm.  The incoming sound signal is 
divided into 8 frequency bands (or channels) with center 
frequencies ranging from 250 to 7500 Hz.  The output of each 
filter is rectified and low pass filtered with a cutoff frequency of 
200 Hz. After computing all 8-filter outputs, maximum value of 
each output is logarithmically compressed to fit the patient’s 
electrical dynamic range.  The compressed information is sent to 
the Speech Data Encoder(SDE)  where it receives the data bytes in 
parallel, encodes the stimulation parameters and sends data serially 
bit by bit to the RF transmitter.  The RF transmitter is based on 
ASK modulation which modulates the incoming signal form SDE 
and transmitted to the prosthetic implant (IRS) through the RF 
inductive coils. The laboratory model for IRS consists of RF 
receiver, speech data decoder, current stimulator, switch matrix and 

simulated resistance electrode array.  The RF receiver receives the 
ASK modulated serial speech data through RF Coils, demodulates 
and recovers the serial data.  The recovered data signal is given to 
the speech data decoder in receiver-stimulator where data is 
decoded and the desired electrodes are stimulated in accordance 
with the stimulation parameters to activate the remaining auditory 
neurons in the inner ear, restoring hearing sensations partially. 

Two  DSP processors :Motorola DSP56001 operating at 32MHz 
and  TMS32C50 operating at 40MHz  are popularly used for 
implementing speech processing algorithms including 
communication protocol and speech data encoding without 
FPGA/CPLD[10-14]. This paper addresses the implementation of 
speech processor using ADSP2185 DSP processor and Xilinx 
Spartan 3 FPGA. FPGA implementation for communication 
protocol and speech data encoding is relatively easy with a 
flexibility to adapt for new receiver-stimulator that needs different 
data rates, protocol and encoding schemes.  This may lead to 
improvement in performance.  

Due to the processing limitations of the current selected DSP - 
ADSP2185, we add Xilinx based FPGA as a co-processor to 
perform the tasks that are not done by ADSP2185.  The tasks that 
are less frequently changed are distributed to ADSP2185. The 
tasks that are frequently changed and the tasks that are to be 
modified regularly and for future additional functions are 
implemented in FPGA. The ADSP2185 performs the following 
functionalities on speech signal such as band pass filtering, 
rectification, low pass filtering and compression suitable for 
patient’s dynamic range. The tasks of FPGA are to encode the 
compressed 8 BPF outputs and transmit the encoded information 
serially bit-by-bit via RF transmitter.  In brief, the Speech 
processor performs the implementation of CIS algorithm and the 
FPGA performs the Speech Data Encoder functions. This paper 
offers a practical approach for embedded system design that builds 
upon the potential of Hardware-Software co-design methodology 
for FPGA based Speech Data Encoder.  The hardware design 
issues for Speech Processor for Auditory Prosthesis (SPAP) are 
presented in section-2.  Section 3 deals with the software design 
issues of SPAP.   Finally, the experimental results are given in 
section 4. 

2. Hardware Design Issues for Speech 
Processor. 

The main functions of SPAP are speech signal processing, speech 
data encoding and transmission of encoded speech data to IRS via 
transcutaneous RF inductive link.  The hardware design 
requirements of SPAP are : (i) to sample continuously speech or 
sound signals from environment by the microphone of analog front 
end that carries the speech or sound signal to the speech processor, 
(ii) Speech Processor processes the signal into n (4 ≤ n ≤8) 
different bands/channels corresponding to n active electrodes  
inserted in cochlea, based on CIS speech processing algorithm 
using CODEC and DSP, (iii) DSP generates 16 data bytes -(8 
electrode number bytes with their respective 8 bytes of electrode 
current units  that correspond to 8 spectral maximum values in 8 
bands of sampled speech signal) continuously,  (iv)  16  speech 
data bytes  from DSP are transferred on interrupt basis to Speech 
Data Encoder(SDE) that encodes 16 speech data bytes as per the 
synchronous serial communication protocol format,  (v) Encoded 
serial speech data bytes are used by ASK modulator  for 
transmitting  to the IRS via inductive RF communication link for 
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stimulating the electrodes inserted inside damaged cochlea. The 
hardware functional block diagram of BWSP is shown in Figure 1.  
The Analog Front End (AFE) is used to amplify the incoming low 
amplitude speech signal from microphone. SPAP receives the 
analog speech signal from AFE, extract the spectral and temporal 
information by implementing the most popularly used CIS Speech 
processing algorithm. The processed information is fed to the SDE 
where it is encoded for stimulation and transmitted serially to the 
ASK modulated RF transmitter.  The RF transmitter is based on 
ASK modulation which modulates the incoming signal from speech 
data encoder and transmitted to the IRS of CI fabricated as 
laboratory model through inductively coupled coils. 

2.1 Description of Hardware functional 
blocks 
Analog Front End: Analog Front End consists of 2-stage pre-
amplifier followed by Automatic Gain Control (AGC) and a last 
stage amplifier for amplifying the low amplitude incoming signal 
from microphone.  

2.1.1 CODEC 
Coder-Decoder chip AD1847 is used to sample and convert the 
incoming speech signal via AFE into a 16-bit digital value being 
processed by ADSP2185. The CODEC receives the amplified 
input signal from analog front end and samples the input sound 
signal with the sample rate of 11025 Hz specified in control 
register, and transmits serially to the ADSP2185 with the 16-bit 
mono format.   

2.1.2   Speech Processor 
ADSP-2185 receives the 16-bit sample of speech information from 
AD1847 CODEC  via its serial port SPORT0, processes the 
sample based on  4 to 8 channel CIS speech processing algorithm 
(programmable 4 to 8 digital FIR band-pass filtering over 
incoming speech signal sample followed by full-wave rectification, 
FIR low-pass filtering and power law compression). The output of 
CIS algorithm is a sequence of 16 speech data bytes that 
corresponds to 8 channel/electrode number bytes with their 
respective 8 charge bytes and stored in data memory of ADSP-
2185.  Once 16 bytes are in data memory, ADSP-2185 interrupts 
SDE using the connection of active low IOMS output of 
ADSP2185 to active low input INT0 of SDE.  SDE in its interrupt 
service routine receives 16 speech data bytes via programmable 
flags PF0 to PF7 of ADSP2185 connected to FPGA 

2.1.3 SDE 
The required tasks of SDE are to (i) receive the processed speech 
data bytes (EL# - Electrode Number, CH# - Electrode Charge) 
from ADSP2185 for sampled frame of speech signal, and store in 
the internal RAM, (ii) encode stored speech data bytes based on 
basic synchronous serial communication protocol format with 
single character sync byte  and (iii) send serially each frame to the 
ASK modulated RF transmitter at high rate (>100Kbps) to meet 
the requirement of frame by frame reception of speech signal and 
frame by frame stimulation of electrodes without loss of data 
frame.  

2.1.4 ASK Modulator 
The output of SDE as serial data bits of processed speech signal is 
given as input to ASK modulator that generates ASK signal for 
wireless transmission to IRS. Wireless power and data from BWSP 

to IRS implant module are transcutaneously transmitted using 
inductively coupled RF link between the transmitter coil of BWSP 
and the receiver coil of IRS.   

2.2 VHDL Model of Speech Data Encoder 
VHDL model of the proposed SDE has been developed. Top level 
entity consists of 16 input ports as shown in Figure 2.  Out of these 
eight inputs are served as data port pins for reading the processed 
speech data bits  that contains the information about electrode 
number and its corresponding charge.  As the selected DSP 
processor Analog Devices ADSP2185 solely cannot perform the 
purpose of the speech processor for auditory prostheses, the Xilinx 
FPGA is added to fulfill the requirement. Combination of a 
standard digital signal processor ADSP2185 and Xilinx FPGA 
Spartan–3 is used to implement Speech Processor. As a laboratory 
model ADSP2185 processor is used to realize the Continuous 
Interleaved Sampling (CIS) speech processing algorithm and 
FPGA is used to realize the speech data encoding.  Interfacing 
between FPGA and ADSP2185 is shown in Figure 2.  Eight data 
lines from ADSP2185 (D0-D7) is interfaced as 8 data lines to 
Spartan 3, four address lines (A0-A3) and two control lines (active 
low WR and active low IOMS).  Data transfer from ADSP2185 to 
Spartan 3 is based on the interrupt (active low IOMS) initiated by 
ADSP2185 for every 1ms time interval with lowering the write 
signal after 8-bit data and 4-bit address is placed on the data and 
address lines. 

3. Software Design Issues for Speech Processor 
 

 Software requirement for the operation of SPAP are given 
below 

(i) CIS speech processing algorithm implementation  
(a)  Digital FIR band pass filtering for speech data 

bytes received from CODEC by DSP 
(b)  Envelope detection (Rectification and low pass 

filtering 
(c)  Buffering 8 BPF outputs. 

(ii) FPGA based SDE 
(a) Receiving and storing the processed speech data 

from ADSP2185 
(b) Speech data encoding as per synchronous serial 

communication protocol format  

Figure 2:  VHDL model of SDE interfaced with FPGA 
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(iii) Serial data output for transmission of encoded speech 
data bytes for every 1mS speech sample.    

These requirements are pictorially represented as a structured 
chart shown in Figure 3. 

 

3.1 CIS Speech processing algorithm 
implementation 

The speech signal processing program for BWSP is developed 
as embedded program and coded in ADSP-2185 assembly 
language under EZ-KIT Lite/Visual DSP++3.5 IDE.   CODEC is 
configured to sample the incoming speech signal at 11025 samples 
per second.  There are 11025 samples /sec (i.e approximately 
11samples for 1ms) as the speech input is sampled at 11.025 KHz.  
Since the selected electrode stimulation rate is fixed at 
1000pps/channel, it is required to find sample value typically 
maximum in every 11 samples of every 1ms. Each received sample 
is processed in the following sequential stages: band-pass filtering, 
rectification, and low pass filtering.  The temporal envelope in each 
channel is extracted with full-wave rectifier and low pass filters 
were designed to smoothen the amplitude variations with a cutoff 
frequency of 200Hz to allow maximal transmission of temporal 
envelope cues while avoiding aliasing when a relatively low carrier 
rates are used.  After 11th sample is processed, ADSP2185 sends 
processed information of electrode numbers and charges of 8 
channels to the SDE with 840 cycles of  ADSP-2185 processor left 
as spare after CIS processing and communication with SDE leading 
to 1ms latency time from the input speech sample to an output bi-
phasic pulse.  A power-law transformation is used to map the 
relatively wide dynamic range of derived envelope signals onto the 
narrow dynamic range of electrically-evoked hearing. The acoustic 
envelope of amplitude ‘x’ (1000 as minimum to exclude noise floor 
and 32565 as maximum of 15-bit value as per 1.15 format of 
ADSP2185 processor: 60dB to 90dB dynamic range) is mapped to 
the electrical amplitude ‘y’ (1 to 255 of 8-bit unsigned value: 0dB 
to 48 dB) according to the power-law relation 

py Ax B� �                          
The constants A and B are chosen such that the input acoustic 
range [xmin , xmax] is mapped to the electrical dynamic range [THL, 
MCL], where THL is the Threshold Hearing level and MCL is the 
Most Comfortable Level of hearing of the respective patient.  
Threshold is the highest stimulation at which no sound sensation 
occurs and ensure that the patient does not hear the THL level 
stimulation even in quite. Maximum Comfort Level is the highest 
stimulus level at which sound is loud but still comfortable.  50 for 
THL and 100 for MCL are chosen as default values for any patient.   
These stimulation levels ensure the safe and acceptable electrical 
stimulation levels to understand the speech/sound signals fitted by    
identification of THL and MCL with several iterations to adjust the 
speech processor for each individual patient by an experienced 
audiologist [16].   Actual values are programmed by the audiologist 

using clinical programming. For power law compression function, 
the constants A and B can be computed as follows: 

 

pp xx
THLMCLA

minmax �
�

�            

 

 pAxTHLB min��       Where p<=0.0001 
 

After the power-law compression, every processed sample is 
compared with every previous processed sample and its maximum 
value is stored in the buffer until all samples are processed. The 
same process is carried out for all 8 channels that contain band-
pass filtering, rectification, and low pass filtering with the same 
input sample.  

The stored processed samples of all 8 channels are sent to the 
SDE via parallel interface.  BWSP sends the processed information 
to SDE for every 1.00 milliseconds which in turn drive the 
electrodes (simulated electrode resistances) at 1000pps/electrode 
via transcutaneous RF link and IRS.     

3.2 FPGA based implementation of SDE 
The SDE has been implemented as speech data receiving and 

encoding on Xilinx Spartan 3. The register transfer level (RTL) 
description of the Speech Data encoder was implemented on Xilinx 
Spartan 3 using VHDL behavioral description. The SDE 
implementation consists of (a) Realization of a dual port RAM for 
storing the received processed speech data from ADSP2185 that 
contains the electrode number along with its corresponding 
excitation charge for 12 electrodes and (b) formats the processed 
speech data bits (Speech data encoding) as per synchronous serial 
communication protocol format and to implement parallel to serial 
converter to transmit the encoded data serially to the RF 
transmitter.   

Table 1 - Device Utilization Summary (xc3s200-4pq208) 

Logic Utilization Used Available Utilization 

Number of Slice Flip Flops 148 3,840 3% 

Number of 4 input LUTs 286 3,840 7% 

Logic Distribution    

Number of occupied Slices 225 1,920 11% 

Number of Slices containing only 
related logic 225 225 100% 

Number of Slices containing 
unrelated logic 0 225 0% 

Total Number of 4 input LUTs 418 3,840 10% 

Number used as logic 286   

Number used as a route-thru 132   

Number of bonded IOBs 12 141 8% 

Number of BUFGMUXs 1 8 12% 

Figure 3: Structure chart for Speech Processor Software 
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The programs are realized to store the received data from the DSP 
unit into the Dual Port RAM, at the Xilinx- FPGA kit frequency 
and transmit the contents of RAM at 172kbps baudrate serially to 
the RF transmitter. Only after the data is read from all the 16 
registers of the read port, it gets refreshed with the data present at 
that particular instant for the write port. All the data inputs are 
required for SDE are received from ADSP2185.  The SDE 
performs two functions (a) store the data from D0-D7 of 
ADSP2185 and (b) transmits the data available on RAM serially to 
RF transmitter. The sequence of operations for storing the data is 
(i) IOMS signal should be low, which makes the enable of RAM 
high, as is passed  through a NOT gate, (ii) Data available from 
D0-D7 are transferred to the register specified by the address line 
and (iii) write signal should be low during storing. After all the data 
bytes are stored in dual port RAM, the SP makes the transmit 
signal is high, the data stored on RAM is read and transmitted 
serially bit by bit. After all data stored in RAM are transmitted, the 
SDE is ready to receive the command from ADSP2185. A bit 
stream pattern was generated using VHDL model of the SDE and 
finally downloaded on Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA chip using JTAG 
interface. Table-1 shows the resource utilization summary of 
Spartan 3 FPGA chip 

4. Experimental results 
A Laboratory test station is arranged as a test setup to conduct 

testing experiments for a total CI system: BWSP, RF Link with 
variable inter-coil antenna distance from 5mm to   10mm, IRS, and 
load for electrode stimulation with i) 5KΩ resistive loads connected 
between eight active electrode nodes and reference electrode node 
in place of the twelve line electrode array and ii) an electrode line 
array of  12 platinum-iridium rings in ringer solution that exhibits 
impedance properties equivalent to electrode nerve interface. 
Several test experiments were conducted and the results recorded. 
The results were analyzed and found as expected.  Figure 4 shows 
waveforms at various points in the CI system for the experiment of 
male speaker pronounced vowel sound “BAT”. The top panel 
shows speech input (“BAT”) measured in an output node of the 
analog front end and the middle panel shows stimuli of 8 channels 
with 5KΩ simulated electrode resistance loads. The bottom panel 
shows the most of the stimulation to 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 electrodes and 
remaining electrodes 1, 7 and 8 electrodes with lower stimulation 
using an expanded time scale. 

 

5. Discussions  
The advantage of using FPGA’s is that the embedded designer 

can create special purpose functional units that can perform limited 
intended tasks very effectively and efficiently.  FPGAs can be 
reconfigured dynamically as well based on the requirement.  FPGA 
based design is worth considering if the desired performance 
cannot be achieved using the DSP processor alone.  The speech 
processor is designed as laboratory model for practical 
implementation of new speech processing algorithms in 
ADSP2185 DSP processor, protocols and encoding schemes in 
FPGA and their functional verification using SDE and RS.  The 
BWSP is battery powered (3.7V, 3100mAH Li-Ion) with +5V 
generation using LM2621 (step-up DC-DC switching regulator) 
and overall current dissipation of the entire system is 150 mA that 
corresponds to 20 hours of continuous operation using 3100mAH 
lithium-ion rechargeable battery, allowing a patient to use the 
BWSP for a full day without recharging.  The final product model 
of BWSP has dimensions as 110mm X 55mm X 30mm with the 
weight of 125grams, whereas Sprint speech processor of Cochlear 
Limited, Australia has dimensions of 103mm X 67mm X 23 mm 
with the weight of 146 grams [15 ] and Wearable Speech Processor 
of Nano Bioelectronics and Systems Research Center (NBS-ERC) 
of Seoul National University, Korea with dimensions of 82mm X 
49mm X 19mm including the 1800 mAH rechargeable battery with 
approximately 17 hours of continuous operation[8].  

6. Conclusion 
The DSP and FPGA based speech processor for an auditory 

prosthesis is implemented. The speech processing algorithm CIS is 
implemented and processed information is encoded by FPGA based 
speech data encoder. FPGA based Dual-Port RAM for serial 
transmission is developed using VHDL. The parallel to serial 
transmission developed by using VHDL is verified by using high-
speed data acquisition module WAVEBOOK and DasyLab 
software.  FPGA based implementation is more attractive in the 
realization as the realization is more economical and easily 
reconfigurable. The cochlear implant product development (Indian 
Cochlear Implant System-ICIS) based on developed prototype 
model of CI System is ongoing by Defence R and D Organization - 
Naval Science and Technological Laboratory, Visakhapatnam with 

 
Figure 4.  Measured waveforms at various points in the 
system. Top panel shows speech input token for vowel 
sound “BAT” measured at an output node of the analog 
preprocessor, and the middle panel show stimuli for the 
eight channels of stimulation with 5k resistors as loads. 
The bottom panel shows the interlacing of stimulus pulses 
using an expanded timescale. Waveforms in (c) are 
recorded as triangular instead of rectangular pulses due 
to the use of low speed data acquisition system 
(WaveBook 512A, IO Tech Inc, USA). 
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the involvement of the following organizations: Teknosarus 
Embedded Systems Pvt. Ltd, Hyderabad  for BWSP and Headset 
coil,  Advanced Numerical Research and Analysis Group 
(ANURAG), Hyderabad  for ASIC design and development and 
fabrication. Once the product is developed, plans are ongoing for 
animal testing and approval from Indian Health Authority – Central 
Drug Standards Control Organization (CDSCO).  Implementation 
of the FPGA based complete SPAP is under progress with the aim 
of reducing the size and more features.  
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ABSTRACT
Applications with soft real-time requirements can benefit from code 
mobility mechanisms, as long as those mechanisms support the 
timing and Quality of Service requirements of applications. In this 
paper, a generic model for code mobility mechanisms is presented.  
The proposed model gives system designers the necessary tools to 
perform a statistical timing analysis on the execution of the 
mobility mechanisms that can be used to determine the impact of 
code mobility in distributed real-time applications.   

Keywords
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code mobility, quality of service. 

1. INTRODUCTION
Real-time systems are increasingly shifting from a set of small, 
local applications to powerful, resource-hungry, open distributed 
applications [4]. By the very nature of open real-time systems, the 
availability of resources is unknown beforehand and service 
provisioning can only be determined dynamically as new 
applications arrive to the system. Consequently, there is an 
increasing demand for supporting distributed applications with the 
flexibility to offload parts of their computations to neighbour or “in 
the cloud” nodes due to local resource scarcity, while ensuring the 
real-time behaviour of these applications, both during execution 
and during reconfiguration, after mobility of code has occurred. 

Therefore, open real-time distributed systems must provide 
applications the support to: i) use services provided by remote 
components; ii) move part(s) of the application’s code to remote 
nodes; and ii) guarantee real-time behaviour. The first requirement 
can be supported by a service-based infrastructure [4], to easily and 
transparently interconnect local and remote parts of an application. 
The second requirement can be supported by code mobility 
frameworks, allowing the installation and execution of parts of an 
application in remote nodes [9]. Finally, a real-time resource 
manager can support the third requirement. A well-established 
solution is to use capacity reserves. This has been proved to be 
successful in improving the response times of soft real-time tasks 
while preserving all hard real-time constraints, both for CPU [3] 
and network [2] scheduling. 

1.1 Related work 
Although not widely studied, a few solutions have already been 
proposed to analyse the impact of code mobility on the real-time 
requirements of applications.  
In [11], the authors propose and experimentally characterise the 
behaviour of a hard real-time framework that supports the 

migration of tasks between nodes. However, the work does not 
propose a mathematical model that enables system designers to 
account for the impact of the mobility protocol on the overall 
timing behaviour of applications.  
A strategy for minimising the impact of code mobility in a 
hierarchical preemptive fixed priority scheduling system for Real-
Time Java is proposed in [10]. The authors mainly determine the 
points in time at which the migration process should be started, 
which guarantees that the deadlines of tasks are met and that the 
migration process is executed between consecutive evocations of a 
migratable task.  
Statefull services require the transfer of state, whose duration 
depends on the length of the data being transferred. However, 
during this period of time no transactions can be executed on that 
service (known as blackout time). However, such determination is 
only possible in systems with a well-known and controlled timing 
behaviour. Therefore, in [12], the authors tackled the problem of 
minimising the blackout time by proposing a partial blocking and a 
non-blocking approach for state transfer, which are capable of 
providing real-time guarantees.  
Nevertheless, none of these works focus on the mobility 
mechanism itself. Such mobility mechanisms should be supported 
by a mobility framework that enables the runtime relocation of 
services in response to reconfiguration/update events (e.g., the 
system might reconfigure itself due to the disappearance of a node 
involved in a computation).  
As an example, consider running a video game on a mobile device 
that has offloaded parts of its computations to neighbour devices. 
Reconfiguration in such a distributed cooperative execution might 
be required if one of the nodes, currently running one of game’s 
components, is no longer capable of outputting the required QoS. In 
such case, the component can be migrated to another node able to 
supply the required QoS. Ideally, such change should be executed 
seamlessly, i.e. the game delays should (preferably) be 
unnoticeable.   
Examples of works that tackle the specific problem of selecting the 
new distributed configuration are [4] and [1]. The former allows the 
determination of a distributed configuration that maximises the 
satisfaction of the user’s QoS preferences among a set of allowed 
QoS levels. The latter tries to fulfil the same goals, but each service 
is only allowed to specify a single QoS level. However, a 
mechanism to determine the impact of code mobility in distributed 
real-time applications is still missing. 

1.2 Contributions and paper structure 
Service mobility in a distributed execution environment is a 
complex operation that evolves through several phases, including 
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sending the code and state to the destination node and rebinding 
connections between components. Additionally, resources must be 
explicitly reserved on the destination node, prior to the start of the 
mobility process. Due to its complexity, we propose that a Mobility 
Management framework (represented in Figure 1 by Mx) should 
control the mobility of code between nodes of a distributed system. 
This paper focuses on the model and timing analysis for a generic 
code mobility mechanism for distributed soft real-time applications. 
The proposed model is generic enough, helping the system designer 
to define the most appropriate parameters for the mobility 
management modules and to determine the feasibility of the timing 
constrains imposed on applications, including mobility and 
reconfiguration events. 
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section II 
defines the generic model for the distributed applications and for 
the mobility mechanism. Section III discusses and analyses the 
code mobility phases and their timings. The main consequence of 
the mobility mechanism is the introduction of a bounded 
inaccessibility period during which one of the application’s services 
is not available. The proposed analysis allows computing the 
adequate resources required by the mobility framework to 
guarantee the timeliness of the application. Finally, Section IV 
discusses the model provided in the paper and presents some 
conclusions 

2. System Model 

2.1 Module components 
This work applies to soft real-time applications composed by a set 
of interconnected components, each supplying some service, either 
in the same local node, but particularly when components are 
distributed among several nodes. The model considers the system 
to be composed of a set of N nodes {H1, ..., HN} and a set of M
services {S1, …, SM}. Services are interconnected through links. lx,y
characterises a connection between services Sx and Sy, (Figure 1). 
Each service and each link has a set of real-time requirements that 
are out of the scope of this paper (a detailed discussion can be 
found in [4]). 
Each node runs a Mobility Management module Mx, where x is the 
index of the node. Each module Mx can be connected to other 
Mobility Management modules My through a network connection, 
lmx,my.

Figure 1. System Model 
As depicted in Figure 1, an operation mS5

H3→H4 represents the 
mobility of service S5 between nodes H3 and H4. In such case, H3 is 
denoted as the source node and H4 is denoted as the destination
node. Link l’7,6 represents the connection that has to be established 

after the mobility operation is completed (rebinding). 
Consequently, connection l7,6 will have to be safely deleted prior to 
l’7,6 becomes operational. By safely, we mean that no messages 
should be lost or delivered to wrong nodes. This operation implies 
offloading the code of S5, its data state, and rebinding its 
connections, all within timing constraints. 

2.2 Resource management  
It is assumed that access to the system’s resources can be modelled 
as a set of isolated servers, either related to CPU [3] or network [2] 
scheduling. Each of these servers is characterised by its maximum 
reserved capacity (Qi) that can be used during a period (Ti); at the 
end of this period the capacity is replenished. Other CPU 
schedulers can also be used, like the Capacity Sharing and Stealing 
scheduler (CSS) proposed in [13]. For the network scheduling, any 
scheduling algorithm with similar characteristics can also be used, 
like the ones based on the Flexible Time-Triggered approach [14]. 
Based on this guarantees, it is possible to determine services’
average response time using the formulations proposed in [3]:   

(1)

where Cavg
i represents the average execution time of task Ti and 

FC(x) is the cumulative distribution function (c.d.f.) of the task’s 
execution time. In the remainder of the paper, we will use the 
notation R(Qi, Ti, FC

i()) to represent Equation (1).   

2.3 Mobility Management Framework 
We assume the existence of a modular Mobility Management 
framework in each node, similar to the one proposed in [9].  
These mobility management modules have CPU and networking 
servers assigned to them, guaranteeing the timing requirements of 
its operations. Servers associated with the CPU offer a capacity of 
CF over a period TF. Network resources are split between two 
channels, one for bulky data transfer and another for the exchange 
of short control messages. The first has a capacity of Bdata and a 
period of Tdata while the second has a capacity of Bctrl and a period 
of Tctrl. The main advantage of using these two channels is that we 
can guarantee small response time for control messages, but for 
larger data transfer we are able to make the transfer with small 
overhead. 

2.4 Service’s internal state 
In the proposed model, services are able to split their internal state 
into different State Items, representing different variables, different 
objects or combinations of both. It is up to the service to define 
how state items are configured. The state of a service is thus a set 
of state items defined exclusively by the service, where a State Item 
(SISi

p) is only associated to a service Si, is defined as a tuple: 

IDSi
p univocally identifies this State Item and BSi

p is the bandwidth 
required for the transfer of this state item. Some state items are 
created during the service initialisation and are not changed 
subsequently, while others are updated regularly when service calls 
are executed. Therefore, state items are divided in two groups: one 
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that can be migrated during the normal operation of the service 
(Static Sate Items) and another that can only be migrated if there 
are no ongoing service calls (Dynamic State Items). 
 Based on the model exposed in this section, Section III shows how 
it is possible to devise a timing model for a generic mobility 
mechanism. 

3. Code Mobility Timing model 
Service mobility can be split in two main phases: Preparatory and 
Blackout phases. During the Preparatory phase, the migrating 
service continues operational in the source node. This phase is 
further divided into three subphases: mobility decision, code 
shipping, and initial state transfer. During the Blackout phase, the 
service is totally inaccessible to others. It includes the subphases: 
state transfer, connections rebinding, and service restart. Some of 
the subphases are executed serially while others can be executed in 
parallel. Figure 2 depicts a timeline containing an example of a 
mobility procedure. A detailed description and analysis of each step 
is given in the following subsections. In this analysis, for the sake 
of simplicity, we assume that no other service mobility operation 
occurs during the complete procedure and that a higher-level 
resource control framework assures such control. 

Figure 2 – Mobility-related timings 

3.1 Preparatory Phase 

3.1.1 Decision process 
The start of service mobility (mobility triggering event) results 
from a decision by the application (currently using the service) or 
by request from an external entity (the user, another application or 
specific framework). As an example, in Figure 2, the triggering 
event is received from another node. 
State changes can also trigger service mobility whenever a user 
requests the execution of an application that can only be admitted 
into the system if the system is reconfigured by migrating some 
services of previously admitted applications to neighbour nodes. As 
an example, consider that a user decides to play an mp3 file in its 
mobile device, having to migrate part of a local application to a 
neighbour notebook. 
Note that migration can only be allowed if there is a feasible system 
configuration that allows the service to continue operating within 
its required QoS levels. Algorithms such as those provided by the 
Prism [1] or CooperatES [4] frameworks take a high-level 
approach, finding a solution for the distribution of the application 
services between nodes in a way that maximises a global utility 
function and, simultaneously, guarantees enough resources (CPU, 
network, memory, etc) for every admitted service. While the former 
assumes just one possible QoS level to the application, the latter 

assumes that each service can work with multiple QoS levels, each 
one with a different utility value to the overall system. 
Additionally, the algorithms proposed in [4] are capable of 
generating a system configuration in a bounded amount of time. 
These algorithms are able to use a global view of the system state 
or can simply use a partial view of the system, e.g. if the node 
computing a decision only has access to a limited number of nodes. 
We should point out that the algorithms proposed in [1] and [2] do 
not take into account the cost introduced by systems 
reconfiguration and particularly code mobility. 

3.1.2 Code shipping 
After finding a new distributed solution, the source node informs 
the destination node of the QoS requirements for the service being 
migrated. The destination node can then make all necessary local 
confirmations on the feasibility of receiving the service. 
Then, the service code is coded (e.g. for data serialisation) for 
transmission on the source node, shipped through the network, and 
decoded on the destination node (e.g. by using a deserialisation 
method).  
The bandwidth required to transfer the code is equal to βcode, a 
constant, since the code size is not expected to vary during transit. 
Therefore, the average time required for the transmission of code 
(tcode) can be calculated by:  

(2) 

FC
code,S() and FC

code,D() are the c.d.f. of the execution time required 
by the framework, on the source and destination nodes, 
respectively. 

3.1.3 Initial state transfer 
We assume that a set of Static State Items (e.g. configuration data) 
can be transferred prior to the quiescence of the service on the 
source node. After the transfer of the state items, the destination 
node acknowledges its reception. Consequently, the delay 
associated with the initial state transfer is given by: 

(3) 

where FC
ist,N() is the c.p.f. for the required bandwidth, FC

ist,S() and 
FC

ist,D() are the c.p.f. of the CPU processing time, on the source and 
destination node, respectively. 

3.1.4 Total delay of the Preparatory phase 
The time required for the Preparatory phase is given by: 

(4) 

where tme is the time that elapses from the event that triggered the 
mobility of a service until being received by the node responsible to 
determine a new system configuration. It is assumed that the new 
system configuration is computed in a bounded time tdp [4].  
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It is important to note that, depending on the scenario, some of 
these timings can be equal to zero. As an example, assume the case 
where it is the user that decides to migrate its application from its 
mobile device to its TV. 
Most importantly, during this phase the service continues totally 
operational, but the characterisation of this delay is required in 
order determine the dynamic of the mobility procedure. 

3.2 Blackout Phase 

3.2.1 Quiescence achieving 
Usually, in reconfiguration operations, the service to be updated 
has to be in a safe state called quiescence [7]. In this state, the 
service being migrated:  

i) is not currently engaged in a transaction; 
ii) will not initiate a new transaction; 
iii) is not servicing a transaction; and 
iv) no transaction has or will be initiated by other 

services that require service from this service. At the 
same time, all services connected with the migrating 
service must go into a passive state, which requires 
the fulfilling of condition i) and ii). 

One initial solution to achieve quiescence has been proposed in [7], 
while a less demanding solution, called tranquillity was later 
proposed in [8]. Achieving quiescence requires the completion of 
pending requests by a service and the knowledge of all other 
services that might issue new requests. These other services must 
evolve into a passive state in which they cannot evoke the service 
being migrated, although they can evoke other services available in 
the system. The time needed to achieve quiescence can be 
determined through a timing analysis of the mechanisms proposed 
in [7] or [8]. This calculation, out of the scope of this paper, is 
assumed to be known and equal to tq.
We argue that achieving quiescence is not a necessary condition for 
the mobility of services in a distributed system, as shown by the 
implementation described in [9], if the service calls are stored by 
the mobility management and delivered to the destination node 
only after the completion of the mobility procedure.  

3.2.2 Final state transfer 
Several different approaches can be considered for state transfer:  

i) transfer all state in a single bundle [10]; 
ii) propagate only the operations done on state items 

[5]; 
iii) separate the state space into several groups of items, 

each transferred with its own periodicity [6] or;
retransmit the state whenever it changes [12]. The mobility model 
here considered adapts to these approaches.  
The final state transfer is the subphase that most influences the 
latencies of a service migration, due to its duration and due to the 
service being in a quiescent state (it involves the transfer of 
Dynamic State Items which can only maintain consistency if the 
service is not operational). 
The set of state items that can only be transferred after achieving 
quiescence require a bandwidth of FC

fst,N() and CPU processing 
requirements of FC

fst,S() and  FC
fst,D(), respectively on the source and 

destination nodes. 

CPU processing time is required for the preparation of the data to 
be sent and the required processing time to decode the data on the 
destination node. Therefore, the final state transfer duration (tfst)
can be calculated, similarly to the case of tist, as follows: 

(5) 

3.2.3 Connections rebinding 
In the migration process, connections between services need to be 
changed according to the new location of the migrating service.  
This procedure can be performed in parallel with the final state 
transfer and it involves the exchange of messages between 2 or 
more nodes: the source, destination and, if any, other nodes whose 
services connect to the service being migrated. It mainly requires 
the exchange of messages containing the location of the new end 
points, which requires a bandwidth of βSi

reb. Therefore, assuming 
that service Si has nconSi connections with other nodes, the total 
bandwidth required to rebind all connections (βreb) is nconSi×βSi

reb.
The time required internally by each service to change the 
connection end point addresses is considered negligible. 
The exchanged messages can also be used to withdraw all 
connected services from the passive state. Therefore, the rebinding 
time (trbind) is given by: 

(6) 

Since the number of exchanged message can be high, but with a 
small payload, its transmission is performed by the communication 
server assigned for control messages. 

3.2.4 Service restart 
The final subphase, which starts at the end of both the connection 
rebinding and final state transfer subphases, is responsible for the 
restart of the service on the destination node. All code and state 
must already be on the destination node and all necessary 
operations for the installation of the service (if required) have been 
completed. After being started the service re-establishes its internal 
state using the state items previously transferred and enters full 
operation. This operation is performed by the service using its 
scheduling budget (CD

Si, TD
Si), and therefore the time required for 

service restart is given by: 

(7) 

where FC
fst,S() is the p.d.f. of the CPU requirements for service 

restart. 

3.2.5 Total delay of the Blackout phase 
During this phase, all transactions involving the migrating service 
are stopped, thus leading to a blackout period (tblk). On a real-time 
system this time is particularly important since it influences the 
timeliness of the distributed application. Therefore, the total 
duration of the Blackout phase is given by: 

(8) 
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Since the final state transfer and the rebinding of connections can 
be executed in parallel, then we use the function 
to determine the maximum of both subphases.  
As discussed previously, the Quiescence Achieving subphase might 
be eliminated if the system is supported by adequate mobility 
management facilities. The rebinding process is based on a simple 
exchange of messages and on the reconfiguration of transmission 
and receptions ports. The service restart is an operation with a small 
overhead. But, the final transfer subphase delay varies with the size 
of the data being transferred. Particularly, when the state size is 
high, strategies like the ones proposed in [12] can be used in order 
to reduce tfst. Such strategies enable the implementation of partial 
blocking and non-blocking approach on service calls for a 
migrating service.  

4. Mobility framework Architecture 
A Mobility Framework, which enables the mobility of services on 
the Android Operating system, has been developed [9]. The 
framework will used to demonstrate the use of the proposed model 
on real scenarios.  
The framework is implemented as an Android service, which takes 
care of service migration to and from another node, at the same 
time it interacts with the operating system Resource Manager in 
order to determine if the QoS requirements of the service can be 
supported.  
The Android operating system is used both due to its open source 
nature to its innovative architecture. Although its use to support 
real-time applications is still debatable [15] it nevertheless provides 
a suitable architecture for quality of service-aware applications in 
ubiquitous, embedded systems [16]. 
The core services provided by the framework are the: Discovery 
Manager, Package Manager, State Manager and Execution 
Manager. Additionally, the framework also relies on a QoS 
Manager module that is responsible for assuring that QoS 
requirements of each service can be meet. Figure 3 depicts the main 
modules of the framework. 

Figure 3 – Mobility framework 
The Discovery Manager module is designed to discover neighbour 
devices on a local network and advertise the host device 
capabilities. Advertise messages contain information about the 
applications and services installed, their associated Intents 

interfaces and QoS requirements. Originally, Android intents 
provide the means for the reutilization of functionalities 
implemented by other application installed in the same device. 
Therefore, the Discovery Manager provides a standard mechanism, 
for each node, to obtain information about installed services and 
about the availability of resources in neighbour devices. It also 
keeps track of node and service disconnections from the network.  
The Package Manager is used to install, uninstall and transfer the 
code of Android services, which are contained in APKs files. This 
module is also responsible for the interaction with the QoS 
Manager in order to request specific QoS levels for the service 
being handled. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the QoS 
Manager to accept or reject service installations, particularly if the 
QoS required level cannot be guaranteed.  
The State Manager handles both the initial and final state transfer 
operations in a flexible way, based on the state items paradigm. 
The Execution Manager allows launching services on a host device 
or on a remote node through the exchange of Android Intents that 
allow the programming of transparent applications (in relation to 
the distribution). In this implementation an Intent resolution 
procedure, based on the data collected by the Discovery Manager, 
determines if the Intent can be run locally or if it must be redirected 
to the node, where the service is running.    
The QoS Manager administers the system resources, either locally, 
on a node, or in a distributed environment. It also encapsulates the 
functionalities of high level QoS control frameworks, like the one 
defined in [4]. Consequently, this module can interact with our 
framework conveying orders for the deployment of services in the 
distributed system.  

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
In recent years, many real-time systems have become open to 
unpredictable operating environments where both system workload 
and platform may vary significantly at run time. As such, the set of 
applications to be executed and their aggregate resource and timing 
requirements are unknown until runtime but, still, a timely answer 
to events must be provided in order to guarantee a desired level of 
performance. 
In this context, a distributed execution of resource intensive 
applications among neighbour nodes seems a promising solution to 
address the increasingly complex demands on resources and 
desirable performance. 
This paper proposed a generic model for code mobility in soft real-
time systems, where applications are constituted by interconnected 
distributed services. 
The main consequence of mobility to the running application is that 
it might result on a temporary degradation on the provided quality 
of service, due to the consequent blackout period. We state that it is 
up to the application programmer to determine the amount of 
degradation that can be supported by the application. 
As such, this work gives the system designer the necessary tools to 
perform a statistical timing analysis on the execution of the 
mobility mechanisms and to determine the most appropriate 
parameters of the mobility framework components, either in 
relation to the local (CPU) or to network resources.  
The proposed model divides the mobility mechanism in two 
phases, thus allowing a reduction on the time during which a 
service is inaccessible (the Preparatory phase is not considered). 
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This work can leverage future research in the field of code mobility 
and service update in distributed real-time systems. The proposed 
analysis can support the development and evaluation of suitable 
mobility mechanisms. Future work will focus on the use of the state 
items paradigm to propose new state transfer algorithms.  
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ABSTRACT
Mobile ad hoc wireless network (MANETs) are character-
ized by a highly-dynamic topology where neither the dura-
tion of links between nodes nor their densities within the
network can be foreseing. To better understand the effects
of such issues in the medium access we provide a perfor-
mance evaluation of two distinct MAC protocols. The first is
our previously proposed HCT (Hybrid Contention/TDMA)
Real-Time MAC protocol, which continuously adapts to topol-
ogy modifications in order to provide a kind of coordinated
medium access. Its performance is compared with a contention-
based, non-coordinated CSMA protocol, which is the typical
MAC protocol used in MANETs. We analyze both proto-
cols with respect to their ability to deliver messages in a
timely manner. More specifically, we compared the ratio of
messages delivered within their deadlines and the medium
utilization provided by these protocols. Such aspects where
analyzed considering mobile networks with different spatial
densities and speeds of nodes. This study also addresses
the protocols overhead, especially for HCT-MAC. Obtained
results show that HCT-MAC appears as a good solution
for applications like search-and-rescue, autonomous highway
driving (platooning), and multimedia, which require some
kind of QoS guarantee in respect to the timely delivery of
messages.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Computer-
Communication Networks—network protocols; C.4 [Computer
Systems Organization]: Performance of Systems

General Terms
Performance,Experimentation

Keywords
Wireless Networks, MAC, MANETs, Real-Time Communi-
cation

1. INTRODUCTION
Analyzing some new-generation embedded applications one

can see that they rely on mobile-connectivity. For instance,
in the CarTel project [4] data is collected from sensors lo-
cated on automobiles that move around the city. Mod-
ern Intelligent Transportation Systems use vehicle-to-vehicle
(V2V) systems like platooning, which helps to reduce traffic

congestions and provide safe driving [18]. The space com-
munity is developing distributed satellite systems (DSS) [2],
where multiple mini-satellites in varying configurations are
used to achieve a mission’s goals collaboratively. Most of
these applications require some kind of QoS guarantee in
respect to the timely delivery of messages.

It happens that mobility causes topology changes and
temporary link disruptions, affecting communications pre-
dictability. So the challenge in this context is how to rely
on wireless links to achieve timing guarantees. This issue
presents a kind of contradiction in the real-time domain, as
it conflicts with the need for temporal determinism. This
allows us to conclude that a suitable MAC for such scenario
would be the one that can prompt react to topology changes,
so that the effects of mobility are minimized.

Several MAC protocols where designed to be used in ad
hoc networks, but most of them did not take into account
mobility issues, as contantion-based medium access has been
the typical solution to deal with mobility. In [9], Kumar et
al presented a survey about MAC protocols used in ad hoc
wireless networks. The well known Z-MAC [13], for instance,
is a dynamic protocol that adapts itself to the network con-
ditions, using CSMA during normal workload and TDMA
in high workload. Its drawback comes from the high over-
head for reconfigurations (about 30s according to authors),
which makes it not suitable for mobile applications. An-
other example is the AdHoc-MAC [1], which was conceived
for inter-vehicles communication using a distributed TDMA
slot allocation mechanism named RR-ALOHA. Its drawback
comes from the need of configuring the application offline,
making it not applicable for mobile applications.

Despite the limitations of such protocols, it is possible
to observe that hybrid approaches to medium access con-
trol are the key to achieve timely behavior in mobile net-
works. Inspired on that we proposed the so-called Hybrid
Contention/TDMA-based (HCT) MAC [14], which aims to
provide a time bounded medium access control for mobile
nodes that communicate through an ad hoc wireless net-
work. The key issue in this protocol is to self-organize the
network in groups of adjacent nodes called clusters, as a
mean to solve the problem of timely transmission of mes-
sages. It assumes a periodic message model and a transmis-
sion cycle divided in time-slots, where each cluster reserves
a predefined number of time-slots that can be assigned to
its member nodes.

The current paper presents the recent advances in HCT-
MAC design and discusses results obtained from an intensive
simulation study related to its application in MANETs ap-
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plications that rely on timely delivery of messages. Its goal
is to emphasize the benefits of having coordinated medium
access to achieve the timing requirements when compared to
the traditionaly used contention-based approach (CSMA).

In the simulations we compare the ratio of messages de-
livered within their deadlines and the medium utilization
presented by HCT-MAC and CSMA protocols, considering
networks with different spatial densities and speeds of nodes.
We also present some hints on the existing performance
bounds of the protocols. To conclude, our study analyzes
the feasibility of using an adaptive protocol like HCT-MAC
in respect to its overhead.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses the main related works. Section 3 provides
an overview of our HCT-MAC protocol. Section 4 details
the performance metrics to be analyzed in our evaluation.
Section 5 presents the simulation experiments and discusses
the obtained results. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

2. RELATED WORKS
The great majority of research works concerning MAC

protocols for MANETs tackle the use of contention-based
protocols [9]. Indeed, these protocols easily adapt to topol-
ogy changes, since no agreement between nodes is required
prior to transmissions. That is the case of CSMA/CA proto-
cols, like the variations implemented in the standards IEEE
802.11 [7] and IEEE 802.15.4 [6].

However, despite their adaptability to topology changes,
they are not predictable regarding medium access delay, so
cannot guaranty a timely delivery of messages. This hap-
pens mostly due to collisions and inherent random backoffs.
For this reason we investigated other MAC protocols that
address the timely delivery of messages using ad hoc net-
works. But, on the other hand, few of them were designed
taking mobility issues into consideration.

Some contention-based MAC protocols include prioriti-
zation mechanisms, which could be used to implement a
scheduling policy. For instance, the Black Burst is a MAC
protocol which employs a preamble with variable length
to prioritize messages, but it does not adapt to frequent
changes in topology [16]. The WiDom is another contention-
based MAC protocol, which adapts the dominance protocol
used in the CAN bus to a wireless channel, implementing
static-priority scheduling with a large number of priority lev-
els [11], but it was designed to networks with static topolo-
gies. In the case of the IEEE 802.11 standard, the different
IFS (Inter Frame Space) and initial contention windows de-
fined in the access categories of EDCA, a statistically pri-
oritized version of its CSMA/CA MAC protocol, can only
provide a coarse-grained prioritization with few priority lev-
els and do not avoid collisions [5].

Another set of MAC protocols called hybrid combine con-
tention and resource-reservation to perform medium access.
The Z-MAC [13] defines a TDMA transmission cycle where
each node can allocate one time-slot and use it to transmit
messages in a contention-free manner. It also allows nodes
to use other nodes time-slots, but using CSMA with lower
priority. Z-MAC was designed for wireless sensor networks
with static topologies, so its main drawback in mobile net-
works resides in the delay it can suffer when nodes need to
allocate time-slots, since it employs a distributed consensus
protocol.

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard also includes a hybrid op-

eration mode, using contention-based medium access with
CSMA/CA and contention-free medium access with GTS
(Guaranteed Time Slots). In that mode, groups of nodes
are formed to share a superframe, which is a cyclic inter-
val of time when member nodes can receive and transmit
messages. Superframes are started by a control frame called
beacon, that must be transmitted by the group coordinator.
The standard does not define how the group coordinators
must schedule their superframes (i.e., how to schedule bea-
con transmissions), such that the superframes of different
groups of nodes do not overlap. In [8] it was proposed a
beacon scheduling algorithm for networks with cluster-tree
topologies. Proposals for mesh topologies where presented
in [3] and [10], however they considered only networks with
static topologies. Thereby we conclude that existing hybrid
MAC protocols do not cope with dynamic topologies, and
thus are not suitable for mobile networks.

3. THE HCT-MAC PROTOCOL
The Hybrid Contention/TDMA-based (HCT) MAC was

designed to provide time bounded medium access control for
nodes that communicate through a mobile ad hoc wireless
network (MANET). While the first ideas around this proto-
col where presented in [14], the protocol has been improved
over the last years. This section details the core concepts
and the most recent aspects related with HCT protocol.

3.1 Adopted Network Model
It is assumed a network model where mobile nodes com-

municate through a MANET. Nodes move continuously ac-
cording to some mobility model, leading to the creation and
extinction of data links among them. Transmissions are per-
formed in broadcast and there are no acknowledgements in
the MAC layer. Nodes exchange both data and control mes-
sages in a periodic manner. We assume a pessimistic sce-
nario, which means that nodes can transmit data messages
at the same time.

Control message periods (or transmission cycles) are static
and defined offline. This way, within the neighborhood of
each node, there is a limit in the amount of messages that
can be transmitted without collisions within a transmission
cycle. This suggests that designer should take a closer look
into the application ir order to properly parameterize the
protocol.

Since in MANETs the topology changes frequently, it is
not possible to guarantee that a node can always transmit
one message at each cycle. This can be related to the density
of nodes, defined by the number of nodes whose transmis-
sions can collide at a given location in the network. If that
density exceeds the limit of messages per cycle, some nodes
will not be able to transmit their messages. Besides that, in
the adopted network model nodes perform an opportunistic
resource-reservation, such that they can obtain a temporary
throughput guarantee. Since network topology is dynamic,
such resource-reservation must adapt to solve conflicts that
can arise when neighborhoods of nodes change.

3.2 Protocol Overview
A key issue in HCT design is how to self-organize the net-

work nodes to coordinate transmissions. The adopted solu-
tion consists in creating dynamic groups of adjacent nodes
called clusters, as discussed in [14]. It assumes that wireless
links within groups of nodes can last enough to allow the
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Figure 1: Timing in HCT: cycles of length R divided
in superframes

Figure 2: Clustering in HCT-MAC

use of a resource-reservation approach among clusters.
The HCT-MAC is a hybrid protocol because it has both

contention-based and resource-reservation characteristics. It
accesses the medium with contention is performed in a CSMA-
like manner and resource-reservation is implemented simi-
larly to a TDMA. Initially all nodes operate in contention-
based mode and, as they succeed to form clusters, they
might operate in resource-reservation mode.

In HCT time is organized using a periodic and hierarchi-
cal structure, as illustrated in figure 1. A cycle is the basic
period for transmissions, thus it works like a time unit for
the protocol (it is an interval of time that is common to all
clusters). Cycles are divided in superframes that are allo-
cated by clusters. Finally, superframes are subdivided in
time-slots, which can be used by nodes for message trans-
missions. Superframes are delimited by two control frames
called start beacon and finish beacon. Transmission cycle
length is a key parameter in HCT-MAC. It limits the num-
ber of superframes per cycle and, consequently, the number
of available clusters.

The TDMA component of the HCT depends on the clus-
tering of the nodes, which must be performed in a self-
organized manner. Self-organization is a requirement be-
cause the HCT protocol was designed to be used in mobile
ad hoc networks, where nodes are not previously aware of
the topology, neither of their neighborhoods. The protocol
assumes that each node performs initially a contention-based
medium access and, as they become a cluster member, they
switch to reservation mode. In other words, as nodes self-
organize in clusters they can reserve bandwidth and transmit
messages in a timely manner. More information about this
procedure can be obtained in [15].

In HCT-MAC clusters represent sets of nodes that agree
to share a superframe, which represents a portion of the
network bandwidth. It must be noted that a node can send
messages to any other node within its range, since clustering
has the single purpose of helping nodes to allocate time-slots
within a superframe. A key element in the cluster topology
is the cluster-head, a special node responsible to start clus-

Table 1: Evaluation Metrics
Metric Description
Rate of received
frames

Ratio between received frames and
number of time-slots

Rate of delivered
frames

Ratio between successful delivered
frames and transmitted frames

Clusterized rate Ratio between clusterized cycles and
total cycles

Disconnected
time

The interval of time a node is ex-
pected to wait to enter a new cluster

ter transmissions with a start beacon, to account for idle
and used time-slots, and to report successful transmissions
within a finish beacon sent in the end of a superframe. Ide-
ally, the cluster-head should be the node with the best link
qualities to adjacent nodes within the region to be covered
by the cluster, in order to minimize the probability of trans-
missions errors in the scope of the cluster.

The clustering procedure is driven by two main guidelines:
i) single nodes elect the best nodes to become cluster-heads
and ii) cluster-heads choose and invite the best nodes to
become cluster members. Figure 2 shows how nodes change
their roles between cluster-head, member node and single
node. According to that, each node starts as single node,
and can change to member node if an invitation is included
in the start beacon received from a cluster-head. It becomes
again single node if it received a start beacon which does not
include an invitation, or if it does not receive a start beacon
within one transmission cycle. To become cluster-head, a
single node must receive enough votes from its neighbours.
Finally, a cluster-head becomes single node if its cluster is
empty. Clustering is performed continuously, such that HCT
can adapt to topology changes which affect links qualities
between nodes.

4. EVALUATION METRICS
This section presents and discusses the set of metrics used

in our experiments, summarized in table 1. The main goal
of the experiments were to analyze the benefits of using a
hybrid protocol like HCT to provide timely delivery of mes-
sages and also to achieve better medium utilization. Another
target of the experiments was to evaluate the feasibility of
using HCT, i.e., to estimate the overhead of its coordination
mechanisms.

Timely delivery of messages is implicit in HCT, i.e., if
messages arrive the destination they are within the deadline.
This is due to the TDMA component of HCT.

Medium utilization is a prominent result of a MAC proto-
col, because it informs how much of the channel capacity can
be effectively used. A MAC which presents a given probabil-
ity of transmission errors due to collisions cannot fully utilize
the channel capacity. Moreover, in this case some messages
are expected to be lost due to collisions. In fact, contention-
based MACs, like the well known CSMA/CA [6, 5] and its
variations, perform a probabilistic medium access and com-
monly use random delays before transmitting messages to
reduce the probability of collisions. However, a MAC that
employs some kind of coordination among transmissions of
different nodes, like our proposed HCT-MAC, can improve
the medium utilization. In this case, channel can be bet-
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ter utilized if collisions are very unlikely and random delays
become unneeded.

The performance of HCT with respect to medium utiliza-
tion was investigated by two metrics called i) rate of received
frames and ii) rate of delivered frames. The first metric gives
the ratio between the number of received frames and the
maximum allowed according to TDMA. The second metric
refines the former metric by accounting for the successful
delivered frames, which were received by nodes for whom
they were addressed. When combined, these metrics can
estimate how close of TDMA performance HCT was. sce-
nario defined by spatial density of the network and mobility
pattern.

HCT performance in respect to medium utilization is ex-
pected to lie between a pure contention-based MAC like
CSMA and a pure TDMA MAC. In case of TDMA and
assuming a frame fills one time-slot entirely, if a transmis-
sion cycle T has N time-slots, a node can receive at most
N − 1 frames per cycle. In a CSMA MAC, nodes contend
for the medium and thus their transmissions are subject to
collisions. If nodes transmit frames with period T using
CSMA, the number of frames each node receives is expected
to be smaller than N − 1 due to collisions. Since HCT com-
bines both medium access modes, the amount of frames each
node receives should be upper bounded by TDMA and lower
bounded by CSMA.

The expected enhancement in medium utilization and timely
delivery of messages that can be provided by HCT depend on
the feasibility of its resource-reservation mechanisms. The
resource-reservation access mode of HCT depends on the
network self-organization in clusters, which occurs contin-
ually. Nodes form a cluster when some node is elected as
cluster-head and invites other nodes to use the time-slots
which are available to the cluster, as explained in section
3. Both election of cluster-head and invitation of cluster
members are driven by the measured link quality estimation
performed by each node, in such way a cluster can be com-
posed by nodes with good relative links qualities. In a mobile
network, links qualities change over time due to nodes move-
ments, which implies clusters being modified or dissolved,
and new clusters being formed. This way, each node can al-
ternate intervals of time when it is member of cluster and
when it waits to enter a new cluster.

In order to evaluate such feasibility, two metrics where
defined: clusterized rate and emphdisconnected time. The
metric clusterized rate represents the average ratio of the
number of clusterized cycles experienced by each node and
the total number of transmission cycles. Since there is a
limit in the number of possible clusters within 2 hops, the
clusterized rate is expected to depend both on the network
size and spatial density. Moreover, mobility can make clus-
terized intervals shorter.

The so-called disconnected time represents the interval of
time a node is expected to wait to enter a new cluster. This
comes from the fact that mobility implies changes in clusters
memberships, what means that a clusterized node can leave
its cluster (or even its cluster can be dissolved) and wait
some time until entering a new cluster. Once outside a clus-
ter a node cannot benefit from the contention-free medium
access provided by HCT. The disconnected time is calculated
as a cumulated probability density function which gives the
probability that a node suffers a given delay to enter a new
cluster.

Figure 3: Mobility model: nodes move following a
circular trajectory

5. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
This section presents a simulation study developed in or-

der to provide a clear understanding on the ability of HCT-
MAC protocol to fully utilize the medium and deliver frames
within their deadlines in networks with mobile nodes, com-
pared to a traditional CSMA protocol. It also investigated
to which extent HCT was able to clusterize nodes in the
simulated scenarios, which relates to the feasibility of its
resource-reservation mechanisms.

Simulations were performed using the Omnet++ frame-
work [17]. HCT model used as physical layer the radio
and wireless channel models from project Castalia, main-
tained by the National ICT at the University of Australia
[12]. They implement the signal model proposed in [19] and
simulated a IEEE 802.15.4 compatible radio. These models
were modified by us to support mobility.

In our simulations we used a sort of circular mobility
model. Nodes moved along the 10 m width circular track
(see figure 3) with variable radius. Groups of 40 to 60 nodes
were disposed randomly along the circular track, moving in
the same direction with speeds between 0 and 40 m/s, with
a 2 m/s step. Once started a simulation, the speeds of nodes
did not change. The track radius ranged from 10 up to 150
m, in the case of networks with 40 nodes, and 30 up to 300
m in networks with 60 nodes, both using steps of 10 m.

The spatial densities of the networks were calculated by
the ratio between that enclosed area and the number of
nodes, and was expressed as the average distance between
nodes. This way it was possible to vary the spatial density of
the networks and their degree of mobility. The physical layer
parameters were chosen to simulate an indoor environment
with no obstacles between nodes, and typical transmission
range of 150 m. Table 2 summarizes the simulation param-
eters.

In respect to the network load, each node in the simu-
lation periodically sent a message addressed to the neigh-
bour which presented the best link quality in the previous
transmission cycle. The resulting workload was balanced
such that all nodes sent and received (in average) the same
amount of messages.

HCT specific parameters are summarized in table 3. Each
transmission cycle in HCT had 6 superframes with 8 time-
slots each, with time-slots length of 1 ms. It allowed clusters
with at most 7 nodes, as 2 time-slots are reserved for Start
and Finish Beacons, but cluster-heads used Start Beacons
to encapsulate their data messages. One superframe was
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Table 2: General Simulation Parameters
Simulation Parameter Value

Period of messages 48 ms
Deadline 96 ms

Maximum hops 1
Message length 16 bytes
Simulation Time 120 seconds
Mobility Model Race (circle)
Circle Radius from 10 upto 300 meters

Speed from 0 upto 40 m/s
Number of Nodes 40 and 60

Sensitivity -95 dBm
Default Transmission Power -5 dBm

Thermal Noise -100 dBm
Path loss exponent 2.4
Path loss at d0 55 dBm

d0 10 m

Table 3: HCT Simulation Parameters
Simulation Parameter Value

Cycle length 48 ms
Time-slot 1 ms

Superframe size 8 time-slots
Number of superframes 6

reserved for contention-based access, to be used by single
nodes. In that case, such nodes contended for the medium
only within unallocated superframes.

5.1 Analysis on Performance and Medium Uti-
lization

The rate of received frames obtained for HCT with par-
ticular maximum speeds of nodes had a low variability, con-
sidering networks with 40 and 60 nodes. In both cases, the
rate of received frames presented similar results with differ-
ent speeds (from 0m/s to 30m/s) as shown in figures 4(a)
and 4(b). It must be noted that in these experiments the
transmission cycle of HCT would allow at most 35 nodes in
resource-reservation mode in every location of the network
(i.e. 5 clusters with at most 7 nodes each, since one su-
perframe was reserved to contention-based access). There-
fore, in networks with 40 nodes almost every node could
clusterize and operate in resource-reservation mode, even in
higher spatial densities. However, in networks with 60 nodes
this was not true unless the spatial density corresponded to
neighborhood sizes around 35 nodes. It can be clearly seen
that HCT outperformed CSMA as spatial density increased
(i.e. as average distance between nodes decreased). In this
case, as nodes got closer their neighborhood sizes increased,
leading to a higher probability of collisions in CSMA. Since
HCT organizes as many nodes as possible in clusters to per-
form a short-range resource reservation, these clusterized
nodes could transmit without incurring in collisions. The
curves also show that CSMA performance approached HCT
as spatial density decreased. This can be related to the
smaller resulting neighborhood sizes, which resulted in lower
probability of collisions if CSMA was used. Finally, since
CSMA does not perform any resource-reservation nor self-
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Figure 4: Rate of received frames

organization, it must be little affected by speeds of nodes
as confirmed in the plots. A similar result was obtained for
the rate of delivered frames, which accounts for the received
frames which were actually addressed to receiving nodes.

Rate of delivered frames relates the amount of delivered
frames with the number of data frames generated over the
network. As shown in figure 5(a), HCT presented a signif-
icantly higher rate of delivered frames than CSMA in net-
works with 40 nodes, when higher spatial densities were con-
sidered. The variability of this rate of delivered frames did
not present a significant dependence to speeds of nodes in
the case of HCT, but with CSMA the results for lower spatial
densities were better with lower speeds. In networks with 60
nodes, shown in figure 5(b), HCT still outperformed CSMA
in higher spatial densities but with a smaller difference.

Obtained results regarding rate of received frames and
rate of delivered frames showed that HCT presented a bet-
ter medium utilization than CSMA. It also showed that in
some scenarios HCT approached the performance that a
TDMA MAC would provide with respect to medium uti-
lization. The better performance of HCT can be related to
its resource-reservation access mode, which allows node to
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obtain exclusive access to the medium in a contention-free
manner.

5.2 Analysis on Network Self-organization
Since the self-organization capability of HCT is the key

to its resource-reservation mode, in this section it is inves-
tigated the self-organization of the simulated networks. In
other words, it was evaluated the suituability of HCT to deal
with mobility issues. Therefore it was measured the number
of cycles nodes where able to stay clusterized in the different
scenarios, and also how long nodes had to wait in order to
enter a new cluster.

The clusterized rate was calculated for each simulation run
of networks with 40 and 60 nodes, as shown in figure 6. It
can be seen that in networks with 40 nodes the clusterized
rate was quite steady and did not vary significantly with
speed. In this case, most of nodes could clusterize since at
most 5 clusters within 2 hops, with 7 nodes each, can be
formed. This way, even in scenarios with high spatial den-
sities almost all nodes were clusterized. But in networks
with 60 nodes a proportionally smaller number of nodes
could clusterize in high spatial densities. The clusterized
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rate in those networks remained steady in denser scenarios,
and increased as the spatial density decreased enough to al-
low more clusters to be formed (but restricted to the defined
limit within 2 hops around each cluster).

The clusterized nodes gives the number of nodes which
presented at least a given number of clusterized cycles. It
was calculated considering networks where the spatial den-
sity allowed a high clusterized rate. In networks with 40
nodes and average distance of 7.8m between nodes, shown
in figure 7(a), the clusterized nodes had a clear dependence
with speed. The figure shows that there was a threshold in
the clusterized rate above which clusterized nodes suddenly
and steadily decreased. Despite that, many nodes could stay
clusterized almost all the time. When networks with 60 and
average distance of 10 m between nodes were considered,
the threshold in the clusterized rate appeared earlier and
the steepness of clusterized nodes decay was more intense.
In fact, in networks with 60 nodes few nodes were able to
stay clusterized all the time. If clusterized rate and cluster-
ized nodes reflects how many of the total transmission cycles
correspond in average to clusterized cycles, it lacks the in-
formation about how long a node is expected to wait before
becoming a cluster member.

In the case of networks with 40 nodes, it can be expected
a short disconnected time, since almost everyl node was clus-
terized during the simulations, as shown in figure 8(a). It
corresponds to a scenario where nodes were distant each
other 4.7m in average, and the network had a high clus-
terized rate. It can be seen that once a mobile node left
a cluster, it was very likely that it entered a new cluster
within 200ms (which corresponded to about 4 transmission
cycles in the experiments). In networks with 60 nodes, with
average distance of 10m between nodes which resulted in
a reasonable clusterized rate, it can be expected a longer
disconnected time as shown in figure 8(b).

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper concerned the medium access issues in MANETs

applications that rely on timely delivery of messages. It pre-
sented and discussed results obtained from an intensive sim-
ulation study that investigated the use of our previously
developed coordinated MAC protocol named HCT-MAC.
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More specifically, the study investigated at which extent the
HCT MAC protocol would improve the medium utilization
and timely delivery of messages in scenarios with highly mo-
bility of nodes. Performance comparisons against the tradi-
ciontaly used CSMA protocol were provided, as this protocol
is a de facto solution for medium access in MANETs.

Simulation results showed that HCT outperformed CSMA
in scenarios with different network sizes, spatial densities,
and speeds of nodes. Despite its overhead due to network
self-organization and control frames, HCT still presented
a higher medium utilization and rate of successfully deliv-
ered messages compared to CSMA. Moreover, in scenarios
where HCT was able to keep almost the whole network self-
organized, it approached the performance it would be ex-
pected from a TDMA-like MAC protocol. However, in net-
works with large spatial densities its performance was similar
to CSMA.

The better performance on medium utilization and timely
delivery of messages of HCT can be related to its resource-
reservation access mode. That was analysed on the experi-
ments on network self-organization, which gave the ratio of
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nodes which were able to clusterize and thus to operate in
resource-reservation mode. These results showed that the
ratio of clusterized cycles each node experienced during the
experiments was related to the spatial distribution of nodes
in the experiemnts, but there was no clear dependence on
speeds of nodes. However, speeds influenced the time that
nodes were expected to wait to become cluster members.

There still exist a number of questions regarding the per-
formance of the HCT MAC protocol regarding the chosen
metrics. It must be further clarified the the dependence of
its performance on spatial distribution of nodes and mobility
pattern. Therefore, a desired result is to predict its perfor-
mance according to such characteristics of the network.
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ABSTRACT
It is of great importance to be able to monitor and enforce vehicle 
weight limits for road authorities involved in almost all aspects of 
transportation and pavement engineering. For the active control of 
additional weight carried by overloaded vehicles, essential IT 
technologies such as sensors, measurement, and data processing 
have been applied. The integration of vehicle load monitoring 
systems with Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) technology has a 
possibility of reducing installation efforts and costs, and enabling 
the quick and easy configuration of data acquisition and control 
systems. In this paper, we try to verify that WSN technology can 
replace the wiring sensor applications for vehicle monitoring 
issues. The WSN-based system includes: inclinometer sensors 
which measure variation of inclination values with load changes;, 
an Access Point (AP) that logs the data collected from all these 
sensors;, and a weight estimation algorithm. To reach the goal, we 
performed an experiment with real deployment and estimated the 
weight of trucks with an error of less than 3%. The result shows 
that it is possible to adopt WSN for commercial vehicle load 
monitoring. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.3.3 [Special Purpose and Application Based Systems]: Real-
time and embedded systems

General Terms
Algorithms, Measurement, Performance, Experimentation 

Keywords
Commercial Vehicle, Inclinometer Sensor, Weight Estimation, 
Wireless Sensor Networks 

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently telematic technologies used for vehicle information have 
provided a number of practical services, such as vehicle/traffic 
tracking, vehicle/road safety, and entertainment services.  [1] To 
start with, vehicle/traffic tracking services are already deployed on 
a commercial scale, and drivers on the move can be informed of 
their location, movement, and status in real-time by using mobile 
systems such as navigation systems, cell phones and so on.  
Furthermore, electromechanical sensors embedded in vehicles, 
such as pressure, acceleration, and temperature sensors help 
drivers to maintain the safety of surrounding vehicles. 

However, vehicle accidents on the road have been on the increase, 
especially accidents caused by huge commercial vehicles 
including trucks and, trailers, and these are becoming a big issue 

nowadays. According to an analysis of traffic accidents in the 
Republic of Korea in 2008, 4.7 % of vehicle accidents were 
caused by huge commercial vehicles, but they caused 12.5% of 
death from traffic accidents. This reveals that accidents involving 
huge commercial vehicles are more likely to cause severe results. 
[2] 

With the development of the distribution industry, more active 
control of overloading vehicles also becomes necessary for the 
management of highways and bridges. Overloading is one of the 
biggest elements which have a great influence on the deterioration 
of this SOC (Social Overhead Capital). When vehicles containing 
dangerous chemicals or fire risk materials overturn, this can even 
bring unexpected aftereffects. Hence, it is of great importance for 
the maintenance and operation of the road and bridge 
infrastructure to monitor and prevent vehicle overloading. Vehicle 
information, which is the basis of  the successful creation of safety 
traffic environments, should be both collected and analyzed. 

Various studies on monitoring over-weight vehicles have shown 
the benefits of monitoring them. At present, all road authorities 
use either stationary vehicle scales along the route or Weight-In-
Motion (WIM) systems at toll plazas for vehicle load 
enforcement, although it involves expensive installation and 
calibration procedures. Firstly, static weight stations are 
inefficient in that they force vehicles to enter the stations and wait 
for the process in a queue. [3] To resolve this problem, mobile 
weighing systems have also been introduced and installed 
everywhere with no limitations. However, there still require 
vehicles on the move to stop. 

Lastly, WIM systems are designed to capture and record vehicle 
axle weights and gross vehicle weights when they drive over in-
pavement sensors such as road cells. Unlike the above static 
weight stations, they do not require the subject vehicle travelling 
in traffic lanes to stop. However, it is still challenging to calculate 
weight accurately without any vehicle information such as fuel 
type, year, model and so on. Furthermore, WIM systems are 
highly sensitive to electromagnetic disturbances caused mostly by 
lightning strikes in the vicinity of the equipment. [4, 5] 

In a different approach, weighing systems embedded in the 
vehicles have also been designed. [6] However, the weighing 
systems implemented using wired communication methods have 
difficulties in wiring and configuration constraints. Vehicles such 
as cargo trucks also have trouble disassembling part of their 
system because they fold their back trailers in case they are empty. 
Therefore, we surveyed wireless technology and found that WSN 
technology could be an advance in commercial vehicle overload 
monitoring. WSN based on inclination measurement was 
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designed, calibrated, and tested to examine the possibility of using 
WSN for commercial vehicle load monitoring. 

To fulfill the requirements, we first designed a WSN-based 
inclinometer sensor that measured inclination values with 
variations of load changes. The sensor has many unique 
challenges: the sensor needs to be insensitive to the other sensors 
and nearby electrical equipment and should have a long lifetime; 
the sensor has to be resistant to water and temperature; and a 
package of sensor nodes should be designed to simply be attached 
and removed from the vehicles’ suspensions.

Given inclination measurements from the wireless inclinometer 
sensors, we still need to construct a load estimation algorithm that 
has good performance. There is an important challenge in 
estimating the weight of vehicles: the values of inclinometer 
sensors are greatly affected when they are used in lanes on slopes 
or rocky roads. In this paper, we introduce an approach that 
handles the challenge by utilizing both reference sensors and 
sensors to measure changes of tandem axles. To evaluate the 
performance, experiments which targeted 34 to 43 ton trucks were 
performed in a real environment. Moreover, we estimated the 
weight of the trucks with an error of less than 3%. 

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present the 
specific design and rationale of the proposed a vehicle load 
monitoring system based on WSN. Section 3 examines the 
possibility of using WSN for commercial vehicle load monitoring 
with real implementation. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2. WSN-BASED VEHICLE LOAD 
MONITORING SYSTEM 
In this section, we propose a WSN-based commercial vehicle load 
monitoring system to solve the problem and we detail the main 
challenges that need to be addressed. Our main approach to 
monitoring the load of vehicles is to use WSN-based inclinometer 
sensors which estimate vehicle load changes with variations of 
inclination values. The proposed system shown in Fig 1 consists 
of three main components: inclinometer sensors attachable to 
suspensions, and an Access Point (AP), and a weight estimation 
algorithm. 

The following section presents how we developed and 
implemented the sensor design of the wireless inclinometer 
sensors, including the choice of inclinometer, casing and noise 
filters. We then describe the transmission protocol developed for 

this sensor node and the weight estimation algorithm in detail. 

2.1 Sensor Node Design 
Table 1. Inclinometer data (SCA-61T-FAHH1G) 

Parameter (units) Performance characteristic 

Sensitivity (V / g) 4

Noise Density (° / Hz) 0.0008

Current Consumption(mA) 2.4 ~ 4 

Min. Operating Voltage(V) 4.75

We selected a MEMS (Micro Electro Mechanical Systems)-based 
single axis inclinometer, SCA-61T-FAHH1G, made by VTI 
Technologies, due to its low temperature dependency, high 
resolution, and low noise. [7] The SCA-61T-FAHH1G measures 
ranges of ±30° and with a resolution of 0.0025° (10 Hz BW, 
analog output) and other data about the inclinometer are shown in 
detail in Table 1. We then built an inclinometer sensor node using 
a small IC chip in which detection, signaling processing 
algorithms, and data transmission modules coexist as built-in-
units. The sensor node is loaded with a low-power inclination 
measuring device, a microprocessor, and an RF transmitter and 
call signals. Data acquisition and all processes are performed by 
the sensor node itself. The microprocessor controls all the 
functions, including signal measurements, and executes the 
analysis algorithm. The measured inclination signal outputs and 
analyzed results are transmitted to a remote server through an RF 
transmission module, Zigbee PHY(CC2420). The device 
measures inclination in the given frequency ranges from 
inclinometer sensors in real time.  

TI MSP430 is used as the main processor, and the RF transceiver 
consists of a four-wire SPI interface. Monitoring of the data and 
movement of each platform is done via RS-232 communication. 
The interface is made for JTAG (Joint Test Action Group) and 
SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface), are used for programming the 
board. An MFC interface is used with a two-pin connector, which 
is designed to act as an A/D transformation port and execute 
GPIO (General Purpose Input/output) through an ATmega128 
setting so that the MFC interface can be used as an all-purpose 
interface. The Silicon Serial Number IC used for the ID of each 
board reads data only through a 1-wire interface. [8] Figure 2 

Figure 1. Semantic Diagram of WSN-based Vehicle 
Load Monitoring System Layout 

Figure 2. Block Diagram of the Inclinometer Sensor 
Node/AP/PC 
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shows a block diagram of the electronic circuit of the WSN-based 
inclinometer sensor node. 

2.2 Transmission Protocol Design 
For wireless transmission, we adapted the Zigbee and the 
architecture of the protocol consists of wireless sensor nodes, 
bridges and the AP. At the physical layer, the AP and all the 
nodes use an IEEE 802.15.4 compatible radio transceiver which 
uses the 2.4 GHz ISM band at a data transmission rate of 250 
Kbits/s. The AP has both a wired and a wireless connection. The 
wireless connection is used to communicate with the sensor nodes 
while the wired connection of the AP is used to communicate with 
the PCs. 

The MAC (Medium Access Control) layer is based on the TDMA 
for its reliable data transmission. The inclination data is 
transmitted in a series of rounds, and each round has a fixed 
number of packets to transfer, called the window size. For 
example if we have 100 packets and a window size of 5, the 100 
packets are divided into 20 rounds. Only one acknowledgment is 
transmitted back to the sender, and lost packets in each round are
retransmitted by looking at the lost packet information in the 
acknowledgment. Once the receiver has acquired every packet in 
the current round, the sender and receiver can move on to the next 
round. This prevents any packet collisions in the networks. 

Moreover, we used a specific parameter, RF Group ID, to avoid 
radio frequency interference from surrounding wireless devices or 
systems. When data packet is transmitted, the AP will check 
whether it contain the same group id or not . 

The transmission protocol is designed to meet both the reliable 
communication and power efficiency requirements. All sensor 
nodes can reach AP or repeater (if necessary) in one hop, and the 
AP with unlimited power supply can communicate with the sensor 
nodes in one hop. The simple architecture of this protocol is 
shown in Figure 3. We agreed that the exclusion of multi-hop 
transmission between sensor nodes can limit the network coverage 
by the maximum transmission range between the AP and repeater 
nodes. However, this network coverage is sufficient for our 
implementation of the vehicle load monitoring system.  

We here adapted the low power listening algorithm which repeats 
sleep and wake period to save power consumption of sensor nodes. 
It enables them to stay awake for the minimum amount of time 
and prevent packet collisions. The procedure of our transmission 
protocol can be described as follows: 

i.   All the sensor nodes are configured with pre-assigned 
radio channel and a transmission time slot before 
installation. 

ii.   The AP sends a periodic synchronization message to 
the sensor nodes.  

iii.   The radio of all the synchronized sensor nodes will 
wake up and check if there is any transmission during 
its time slot, and  go back to sleep if there is none.  

iv.   After completing data acquisition and processing, the 
AP transmits vehicle load information to its main 
server or navigation according to its data type. 

2.3 Weight Estimation Algorithm 
To accurately estimate the weight of vehicles, we designed a 
weight estimation algorithm based on the inclination 
measurements. We also improved the algorithm by using 
reference sensor nodes to correct the error of the slopes. The main 
principle of this algorithm is that the load of the vehicle is directly 
affected by the suspension which is a system of springs, shock 
absorbers, and linkages connecting a vehicle to its wheels. In 
other words, there is a correlation between changes of inclination 
and the vehicle-weight before and after loading. [9] Firstly, we 
dealt with the spring type suspensions generally installed in 
commercial vehicles.  

Given the ADC value of sensor output SADC, weight of the 
empty We and full vehicle Wf, there exists a linear relationship 
between the ADC value and weight.  Figure 4 shows an example 
of an estimating weight graph and Factor, the gradient of this 
graph, is (Wf   - We) / (ADCf – ADCe). The expected weight of the 
vehicle Wex can be calculated by following equation (1).  

Wex = Variation of SADC  Factor + We  (1) 

However, this algorithm may produce incorrect results when 
vehicles are used in lanes on the slopes or on rocky roads. To 
develop an adjusted estimation algorithm, a reference sensor S1st 
measures the inclination of the road and a sensor S2nd to measure 
changes of a tandem axle is additionally adopted. The expected 
weight of the vehicle Wex for independent wheel suspension and 
tandem suspension can be calculated using the following equation 
(2).  

Wex = (Variation of SADC ± (S1st_ADC or S2nd_ADC))  Factor +We

(2) 

Figure 3. Communication architecture of protocol in 
vehicles 

Figure 4. Example of Estimating Weight Graph 
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 Based on an analysis of the accuracy in the experiment, we also 
found that duplication sensors Sd attached at both ends of an 
independent wheel suspension are necessary to estimate more 
accurate results. It often happens that the left and right sides of the 
suspension show different variations when they move on slopes. 
In this case, Factor, the gradient of this graph, is (Wf   - We) / 
(Average Variation of SADC ± variation of S1st ADC). The expected 
weight of the vehicle Wex can be calculated using the following 
equation (3).  

Wex = (Average Variation of SADC ± S1st_ADC)  Factor + We  (3) 

3. EVALUATION
In this section,  we evaluated  the  performance of the proposed 
WSN monitoring system and Weight Estimation Algorithm at the 
test bed site. For the experiment, we installed inclinometer sensor 
nodes and APs in a real deployment, and chose three geographical 
features such as flat and rocky roads and slopes. Section A 
explains how we reduced the noise of the inclinometer sensor, 
Section B compares the performance of basic Weight Estimation 
Algorithm and the adjusted Weight Estimation Algorithm with 
additional reference and duplication sensors. 

3.1 Inclinometer Sensor Performance 
We measured the noise of the installed inclinometer sensor 1000 
times at 100ms interval with no environmental interference 
(repeated 3 times). At first, the ripple measured was almost 4 ~ 5°, 
as shown in Table 2, since the power is not uniformly supplied. 
To reduce the supply noise, we applied a Regulator, LC filter, and 
LDO (Low Drop Output) and it shows the best result with 0.105° 
when both the LC filter and the LDO are adopted as shown in 
Table 3. However, the software should be supported for further 
improvement. 

Table 2. Sensor output without LDO, LC Filter 

Min Max Ripple Avg Median Mode Var St. Dev 
1 -2.624 1.364 3.988 -0.655 -0.655 -0.909 0.394 0.628
2 -2.729 1.574 4.303 -0.632 -0.665 -0.944 0.413 0.643
3 -2.834 2.414 5.248 -0.590 -0.595 -0.665 0.533 0.730

Table 3. Sensor output after applying LDO, LC Filter 

Min Max Ripple Avg Median Mode Var St. Dev 
1 1.084 1.189 0.105 1.128 1.119 1.,.119 0.000 0.017
2 1.084 1.189 0.105 1.131 1.119 1.119 0.000 0.020
3 1.119 1.224 0.105 1.154 1.154 1.154 0.000 0.021

3.2 Estimation Algorithm Performance 

3.2.1 Experimental Setups 
We targeted 4 different trucks from 37 to 47 tons, as shown in 
Figure 5, and deployed inclinometer sensor nodes (ch 1 ~ ch15) 
and APs as presented in Figure 5. In Figure 5, ch 15 is an overall 
reference sensor, and ch 13 and ch 14 are tandem reference 
sensors. The experiment was repeated 80 times for each 
geographical feature; flat, rocky roads, and slopes, and the 
average value of the weight was used. The error is defined to be 

the difference between the weight measured by scales and the 
weight estimated by the basic and adjusted algorithms.  

3.2.2 Result Data Analysis 
We applied the basic Weight Estimation Algorithm and the 
adjusted algorithm using reference and duplication sensors. Table 
4 summarizes the performance of the two algorithms for each 
geographical feature. In the case of the flat road, the two 
algorithms show almost the same error rate, from +1.5% to -1.6%. 
In the case of the slopes, we conducted the experiment on both 
uphill and downhill roads. The error rates of the uphill and 
downhill road were similar, ranging from +3.5% to -1.4 %, and 
the error rate was decreased by approximately 0.3% when the 
adjusted algorithm with the reference sensors was applied.  

Finally, in the case of the rocky roads, the error rate was from 
+2.5% to -2.0%, and the error rate was decreased by 
approximately 0.3% when the adjusted algorithm with the 
reference and duplication sensors were applied. Through this 
experiment, we found that the adjusted algorithm improves the 
performance of the weight estimation by 0.3%, but it is still 
challenging to find right location and to install the additional 
sensors. 

Table 4. Performance of weight estimation algorithm (%) 

Flat road 
Slope

Rocky road 
uphill downhill 

min max min max min max min max 
WEA -1.6 +1.5 -2.4 +2.5 -0.8 +5.6 -2.0 +2.5 

Adjusted WEA -1.6 +1.6 -0.5 +4.2 -1.3 +4.5 -1.3 +2.9 

3.2.3 Communication Performance 
An experiment was carried out in order to evaluate the impact of 
the driving vehicle speed and vibration on the sensor node’s 
measurements. We measured inclinometer data while the vehicle 
is on the move at normal speed (70 to 100km/h). The Figure 6 and 
Figure 7 represent the result when the vehicle moves and stops 
representatively. Based on the result, we confirm that all the 
sensor data is transmitted to the AP without loss. Only variation 
of magnitude is relatively high when the vehicle is moving. 

Figure 5. Experimental Setups 
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4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we verified that WSN technology can be applied to 
existing wired sensor applications in heavy vehicle load monito 
ring. To reach the goal, we proposed a vehicle load monitoring 
system based on WSN, and presented experimental results obtaine 
d in real environments. Our main approach to monitoring the load 
of vehicles is to use WSN-based inclinometer sensors which 
estimate vehicle load changes with variation of inclination values. 
From the experiment, we also confirmed that the weight of the 
reference vehicles was estimated with an error of less than 3%. 
This result shows that it is possible to adopt WSN for vehicle 
monitoring. 

However, we also found that simultaneous transmission over the 
various channels still remains a challenge because the amount of 
data was larger than the maximum channel capacity. And the 
number of sensors deployed in the vehicle should be minimized. 
To figure out this issue, additional research and experiments in 
real environments should be conducted to guarantee a future 
reliable and reasonable monitoring system based on WSN. 
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ABSTRACT
In many applications of wireless control networks, the latency of 
message delivery is an important consideration.  In a lighting 
control network where a light switch sends a wireless message to 
a lamp, a worst case end-to-end latency of 200 ms or better is 
desired, so that the working of the switch feels 'immediate' to the 
end user.  This paper studies the probability that latency deadlines 
of a few hundred ms are exceeded.  We use a 802.15.4 test 
network, located in a real-life office environment, to evaluate and 
compare the effects of several re-try and re-routing strategies and 
different MAC parameter settings.  Testing under realistic 
conditions, in an office environment when people are present, is 
important to accurately determine worst case latency performance 
as experienced by end users. At night, without any people in the 
building, performance is much better than during the day.  In 
order to accurately observe the effect of different strategies, test 
runs lasting at least a week are needed.  We find that retrying 
message delivery via a single delivery route is sub-optimal. 
Keeping a set of two or more candidate routes for subsequent re-
tries greatly improves worst-case latency.  We show that the use 
of time slotting and energy saving strategies is not necessarily 
incompatible with the goal of optimizing for human-observable 
latency. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Network Architecture and Design]: Wireless 
communication, C.2.2 [Network Protocols]: Routing protocols   

General Terms
Measurement, Performance, Reliability, Experimentation, Human 
Factors. 

Keywords
Control networks, wireless sensor networks, 802.15.4, latency, 
retry strategies, routing strategies, energy saving. 

1. INTRODUCTION

A wireless control network differs from the more commonly 
considered wireless sensor network (WSN) because it 

incorporates actuators in addition to sensors.  Whereas in most 
WSN designs, the object is to get all sensing data forwarded to a 
central (logging) location for later analysis, in a wireless control 
network the object is to control actuators based on data from 
close-by sensors.  Home and office control systems are important 
applications of wireless control networks.   The low cost of 
wireless sensor nodes, and their ability to run on batteries, (or 
even on energy harvested from the environment), makes it 
feasible to equip rooms with many sensors, which can be used to 
increase both comfort and energy efficiency. 
The reliability and latency of a wireless building control system 
must be just as good as that of the wired system that it replaces.  
Consider the case where a lamp in a room is wirelessly connected 
to a switch on the wall.  In such a setup, it is not the average end-
to-end latency that will be important for the quality perception of 
the user, but the worst-case latency.  If the latency is too high too 
often, the system will break the ‘immediacy’ mental model that 
the user has for light switches, which negatively impacts the user 
experience and ultimately the user acceptance.  Our design goal is 
to minimize the probability that 200 ms latency is exceeded. As a 
rule of thumb in user interface design, 200 ms latency is still short 
enough that the user can accept the relation between stimulus and 
response as ‘immediate’.
Contrary to most publications we are less concerned with the 
maximum achievable throughput, average-case latency, or 
scalability of routing algorithms. We expect that most 
communications in building control will not need more than 2 
hops, with 4 hops being exceptional. We therefore focus on 
quality improvement of the 1-hop and 2-hop cases, which 
represent the bulk of the wireless control communication in the 
building. 
We concentrate on the effects of multipath fading which lead to 
unexpected link failures of very good links during the day time. 
Effects coming from interference caused by the high density of 
nodes are not investigated. Therefore, the measurements 
concentrate on a relatively low number of nodes reflecting the 
node and message density we expect for building control 

2. MEASUREMENTS IN LITERATURE 

This paper is motivated by measured communication behaviour in 
buildings with occupants. In the literature measurements are 
described related to: Point to point communication, Sharing the 
medium between multiple senders, and Routing over a large 
dynamic network. This section summarizes the main published 
results as introduction to our routing suggestions to improve the 
probability that packets arrive in time (within their deadline). 
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A naïve model of transmission by an omni-directional antenna in 
empty space, states that the strength of the signal decreases with 
the square of the distance [9]. Unfortunately, space is not empty 
but is populated with reflectors and absorbers of the RF signal. 
Reflections from surfaces can meet the original signal with a 
slightly different phase thus reducing or completely removing the 
signal. Report [9] shows that most simple propagation models 
used in simulations do not correctly represent the transmission as 
measured in situ. Measurements of the communication quality 
between a single sender and a receiver indicate that there are 
usually three regions: (1) a clear region with little or no reception 
losses, (2) a transitional region where packet loss ranges from a 
few percent to complete loss unrelated to the transmission 
distance, and (3) a region where almost no packets are received. 
Over time the link quality fluctuates as well. These phenomena 
are reported in [1][2]. The clear region for IEEE 802.15.4 [3] is 
reported to be on average between 3 and 15 meters in [5][6][8], 
where in some cases the signal had to penetrate office walls. In [7] 
it is observed that the height of the sender has a significant impact 
on packet yield. Papers [1], [4], [5] and [7] show that RSSI is not 
a good indicator for success rate. Link quality Indicator (LQI) is 
seen to perform better in [7]. From the papers we learn that the 
transmission range depends on the direction, that channels are not 
necessarily symmetric, and that channel strengths change over 
time, and with the height of node. Assuming that the point to point 
transmission is in the clear region, dependent on the load and the 
number of load generating senders, the medium throughput 
around a given node still suffers from multi-sender interference. 
In [4], confirmed by [6] it is shown that the total throughput 
obtained with one sender is halved when four senders try to 
occupy the channel. The lowered throughput can come from the 
many retries, the larger back-off times associated with retries, or 
the loss of packets. 
The behaviour of the links over time is discussed in [10]. 
Conclusions are that the number of packets needed for successful 
transmission is a better quality indication than Reception Rate 
(RR). Another conclusion is that at a given time a stable link is the 
best link to use and that failure over a stable link is accompanied 
by failures over the unreliable links as well. In [2] and [12] it is 
shown that link quality and not hop count should be at the basis of 
path selection. In [12] also the unpredictable stability over the day 
is shown. In contrast to earlier papers, the measurements in [13] 
suggest that RSSI is a good indicator of link quality. The authors 
conclude that the new chip technology of the CC2420 improved 
the usability of the RSSI value. In [14] it is shown that irregularity 
of the radio signal has a high impact on the routing efficiency. In 
[11] and [13] an overview of wireless communication link-failure 
over time is presented. 
The notion of real-time deadline and delay is not frequently cited 
in the context of routing. The authors of [15] show that no 
guarantees on end-to-end delays can be given but that we are 
confronted with an end-to-end delay probability distribution. This 
notion has led to the development of the SPEED protocol where 
the probability of meeting a deadline was recalculated during the 
progress of the packet over the multi-hop path [16]. The SWR 
protocol [17] uses multiple paths routing while removing packets 
which will not meet their deadline. Another probabilistic real-time 
routing protocol is presented in [18], where the forwarding time is 
estimated for each hop during transmission. 
In this paper we investigate link performance over at least a week 
and try different routing and packet retry schemes to improve the 

transmission success rate within the deadline. This paper extends 
existing work by: 

� Observations over periods of at least a week, 
� Testing links that are in the clear region, 
� Observation in an office building during working hours, 
� Concentrating on one-hop and two-hop routes. 

3. TEST NETWORK 

Building on our earlier work [19][21], we constructed a test 
network with 8 network nodes in an office building, and did 
extensive measurements on latency. Walls are made of 
plasterboard, but the offices contain many large metal filing 
cabinets, creating a strong multi-path environment. Node 
locations for the tests are shown in figure 1.  Each node 1-7 is a 
sensor node, sending messages with (arbitrary) sensing data to 
node 0, at random times with an average rate of 2.7 messages per 
second per sensor node.  This high message rate is unrealistic for 
a control network in real-life situations, but it does ensure that we 
can gather sufficient statistics in a test run lasting about a week. 
As shown in figure 1, the nodes 0-4 are all in the same office. We 
located them behind obstacles in this office in such a way that 
there is no direct line of sight between them – this means that 
multipath cancellation (Rician or Rayleigh fading) can cause link 
failure even inside this office.   

Figure 1. Sensor nodes 1-7 send messages to node 0. 

The nodes use the 802.15.4 protocol in the 2.4 Ghz band, and are 
implemented using Jennic JN5139-Z01-M00/M001 wireless 
modules [20] with custom software implementing the delivery 
algorithm in figure 2. Nodes 0,1, and 4 have whip antennas, the 
other nodes have small ceramic antennas. All nodes can 
communicate directly with node 0, although the link quality 
between node 5 and node 0 proved to be lower than between the 
other nodes and node 0.  
The messages are fixed-length and very small. Including protocol 
overheads, an 802.15.4 packet carrying a message has a length of 
27 bytes. We use the 802.15.4 MAC uni-cast mechanism with 
CSMA/CA and acknowledgments, with each node doing up to 
SMRT (‘single MAC invocation retries’) packet sending re-tries 
whenever it finds a clear channel.  The parameter SMRT is set to 
4 (the 802.15.4 MAC default) in most of our measurements. In an 
outer loop, the MAC is invoked every WT (‘wait time’)
milliseconds until an end-to-end acknowledge message (sent by 
node 0 via the reverse route) is received. Reception time of the 
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end-to-end ack determines the latency of the message. The 
parameter WT is set to 40 ms in most of the measurements.  
Routes can contain multiple hops. If a node receives a message 
that it should forward, according to the routing instructions in the 
message, the node will invoke 
IEEE_802.15.4_MAC_unicast_with_ack() once to do the 
forwarding.  If this fails, the routing node will discard the 
message.  The original node will do a retry, possibly via another 
router, when its timer t2 runs out. 

deliver_message(m) { 
     start timer t1 counting up from 0 ms; 
  do { 
     pick a delivery route r; 
     format message m with route r into packet p; 
     start timer t2 counting down from WT ms; 
     IEEE_802.15.4_MAC_unicast_with_ack(p); 
     wait_until( (t2 < 0) ||  
          (end-to-end acknowledgement received from MAC) ); 
  } while(no end-to-end acknowledgement received); 
    measured_message_latency = t1;} 

IEEE_802.15.4_MAC_unicast_with_ack(p) { 
  Try to detect a clear channel, with exponential backoff; 
    // we use MaxCSMABackoffs=4 and minBE=1 so this 
    // detection phase takes between 1 and 19 ms. 
  if(no clear channel found) return; 
  for(i=0; i<SMRT; i++) { 
    use radio to send packet p; //takes ~2 ms 
    use radio to listen for MAC acknowledgement 

packet; // takes ~1 ms 
    if(valid MAC acknowledgement packet heard) break; 
 } } 

Figure 2. Message delivery algorithm used by nodes.

Several variants of the algorithm in figure 2 are possible. For 
example, if the MAC fails to deliver a message with 
acknowledgment, the outer loop might retry immediately, rather 
than waiting for t2 to run out.   We have not (yet) tested this 
variant – it creates a larger risk of packet storms in the system, but 
the speedup might be worth-while. 

Figure 3. PLE(l) for all nodes with 1-hop route to node 0.  

4. SINGLE HOP LATENCY 

We consider the latency of routing along a single hop: we do a 
test where all sensor nodes always choose the direct route to node 
0 to deliver their message with WT=40 ms and SMRT=4.  In 
order to get sufficient statistics about the infrequent high latencies, 
we run the test network for many days. This creates test logs 
containing millions of message latency measurements per node.  
To interpret the test run data, with a focus on the question of how 
the end user will experience the latency, we found it instructive to 
define the metric PLE(l): the probability that a latency l is 
exceeded by a message.   We compute it as follows from a test 
run: 
 PLE(l) for node n =  
(number of messages sent during office hours by node n with 
measured_message_latency >=l ) / (total number of messages sent 
during office hours by node n). 
Because of our interest in human-observable latency, the PLE 
calculation does not consider messages sent outside of office 
hours – this is discussed in more detail in [19].  Figure 3 plots 
PLE(l) for all sensor nodes, showing large differences for the 
nodes.  Node 2, closest to node 0, has the best (lowest) curve. 
Node 5, furthest from node 0, has the worst. For the other nodes, 
there is no strong correlation between curve position and the 
distance of the node n to node 0.  

Figure 4. Messages with latency higher than 125 ms. 

Figure 4 shows how high latencies occur over time, for nodes 3 
and 7. The X axis is time over a 38 hour section of the run taken 
for figure 3, the saw-tooth line plots a 24-hour clock. The high 
latencies occur almost exclusively during office hours.  Node 7 
experienced latencies higher than 1000 ms off the Y axis scale. 
We see that a node can have ‘good days’ where a given latency 
deadline is never, or almost never, exceeded, and ‘bad days’ 
where it is exceeded often within a few hours.   Test runs have to 
be long because every node needs to have a chance to experience 
its ‘bad days’ at the rate that they happen for that node. The 
unpredictability of the number of ‘bad days’ in a week, and the 
possibility of long term changes in the environment, makes us 
cautious in comparing curves from different test runs.  To 
measure the differences between alternative message delivery 
strategies, we use a single long test run in which the nodes switch 
to a random different strategy every 10 minutes. Our testing 
approach extends earlier work, where conclusions were drawn on 
the basis of shorter run durations under cleaner conditions. 

5. MAC INVOCATION INTERVAL WT 

With WT=40 ms, a failing link makes the node invoke the MAC, 
every 40 ms, sending at most SMRT=4 packets.  So if a link is 
failing, WT=40 ms generally leads to a PHY packet sending rate 
of 100 packets per second, until success.   This is an excessively 
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high rate which may lead to packet storms.  In [21], we used a 5-
node test-bed (with SMRT=4) to investigate the effect of varying 
WT.  Some indicative results from [21] are shown in figure 5. For 
node 4, far away from node 0, we see an improvement when 
lowering WT. This is conform expectation, because the time 
between retries is smaller and consequently the probability of 
meeting the deadline for a given number of retries is higher. 

Figure 5. Effect of WT on PLE(200ms) for 4 nodes on 
different test bed, with 1-hop routing to node 0. 

However, for the other nodes, closer to node 0, we see no 
difference that is statistically significant for a one-week test run. 
Apparently, with values of 66, 100, and 200 PHY packets per 
second, we are well past the point of increasing returns for these 
short hops.  This can be explained as follows.  First, if a link 
suffers from significant path fading for a duration much larger 
than the packet size, sending packets faster will not help.  Second, 
the positive effect of sending more packets might be 
counterbalanced by the negative effects of longer medium 
occupation.  Third, while the MAC is waiting for a clear channel, 
its 802.15.4 radio will not be able to receive an end-to-end 
acknowledge message directed to it. Instead, the MAC will 
interpret the attempt to deliver the message as a busy channel, 
causing it to wait.  Finding out which of these effects, if any, is 
dominant needs more study.   
In a similar test run on the 8-node test-bed of figure 1, we again 
saw no significant difference, for PLE(l) with l>100 ms, between 
WT=20 and WT=40.  For all test results in sections 6-9 we 
therefore use WT=40 ms and SMRT=4.  

6. IMPROVEMENT BY ADDING MORE 
CANDIDATE ROUTES 

Except for nodes 5 and 6, the curves in figure 3 are satisfactory, 
from the standpoint of human-observable latency.  Nevertheless, 
an optimization that makes the curves go down more steeply, 
increases the quality of the user experience.  As we discussed 
more extensively in [19], a lot of the high latencies in figure 3 can 
be attributed to multipath fading of the single link.   Performance 
can be improved if the sensor node maintains a list of multiple 
candidate routes, and re-tries along other routes if attempts along 
the preferred route fail.  Figure 6 shows the performance of the 
test network with an improved routing scheme.  Each node first 
tries the direct route to node 0 twice.  If that does not work, 
routing via node 1 is tried, and if that does not work routing via 
node 2.  If that still fails, the direct route is tried twice again, and 
so on.   Values of PLE(200 ms) are greatly improved (reduced) 
except for node 2, which goes from extremely good to merely 
good. 

Figure 6. PLE(l) for all nodes using 3 candidate routes.

7. TWO-HOP LATENCY 

We now turn to the study of two-hop routes.  We measure the 
PLE for message delivery along each of the all possible 1-hop and 
2-hop routes to node 0.  In this test run we decrease the message 
sending rate in the system to 1.4 messages per node per second, to 
avoid a situation where system self-interference becomes a 
dominant factor in determining PLE.  Each route is tested 
individually: the node keeps trying the route under test until the 
message is delivered.  Over the course of 2 working days, each 
route was tested by sending 12500 messages over it on average. 
This number was sufficient to determine PLE(l) up to l=165 ms 
with reasonable statistical accuracy.  A longer test run might show 
a different picture with PLE scores that are sometimes lower, 
because nodes have a bigger chance of experiencing a ‘bad day’. 

Figure 7. PLE(165 ms) for all 1-hop and 2-hop routes 
starting at nodes 1, 5 and 7. 

Figure 7 shows some representative measurement results. As in 
figure 3, we see a spread in route quality. For all nodes but node 
5, the 1-hop route directly to node 0 (the bar labelled 0 in the 
graphs) out-performs all 2-hop routes by a significant margin. 

8. RSSI USAGE 

As it takes a long time to measure PLE curves accurately, an 
obvious question is whether PLE could be predicted based on 
RSSI given the contradictory results from the literature presented 
in section 2.  In the same test run we also measured the average 
RSSI value of each link. Also we devised a measure to combine 
the RSSI values of the two links involved in a two hop path 
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(called the route RSSI). In figure 8 we plot the relation between 
PLE(165 ms) and the route RSSI.  The route RSSI for a 2-hop 
route is computed by multiplying the RSSI values of the two hops.  
We also tried addition and taking the minimum, but found that 
multiplication gave the best result in terms of PLE correlation.  
Looking at the 2-hop routes only, we see that a very low RSSI, 
RSSI <20, is a good predictor for a bad route. For RSSI>20 
however, there is no longer any visible correlation between RSSI 
and route quality. Apparently, in this region, the link budget along 
the route is so high that, with the number of retries we do, it stops 
being the dominant mechanism in determining PLE.   Therefore, 
if we are to find the best 2-hop routes with a high probability, we 
have to measure their actual PLE, though an RSSI cut-off at 20 
can be used to reduce the number of routes to be measured. 

Figure 8. PLE(165 ms) versus route RSSI in test network.

Another technique to save resources in selecting routes is to base 
selection on PLE(l) measurements with l<165 ms, which can be 
measured more quickly. We have observed that the PLE curves 
hardly cross in the region from 85 to 165. Therefore using PLE(85 
ms) instead of PLE(165 ms) could lead to nearly as good route 
selection results, while measurement times are shorter. 

9. NUMBER OF CANDIDATE ROUTES 

We now turn to the question of how many candidate routes a node 
should maintain in order to achieve the best possible PLE.  As 
more candidate routes are added, especially routes with an 
individual PLE much worse than the PLE of the best candidate 
route, we can expect diminishing returns, or even a worsening of 
the PLE.   
First, we run a one-week test comparing the performance of 
having c candidate routes in a node, with c in the range 1-4. The c
candidate routes used by a node are always the c best (lowest 
PLE) routes identified in the test of section 7.  A node first tries 
the best candidate route twice, and then tries the other candidate 
routes in from best-to-worst order.  If the message is still not 
delivered, it tries the best route twice again, etc.  The result of this 
test is that having multiple candidate routes outperforms having 
only one candidate route.   However, after sending 100.000 test 
messages for each c for each node, we find no statistically 
significant difference in the PLE(200 ms) for 2, 3, and 4 candidate 
routes.  In practical terms, having 2 candidate routes is as good as 
having 4 in this test. 
In a second one-week test, we studied the performance of multiple 
candidate routes if all candidate routes are ‘long’ 2-hop routes.  

We eliminated the direct route to node 0, and the route via node 2 
which has one very short hop, as candidates, and ran the test again 
with the remaining best routes.   Ignoring inter-node interference, 
the results are therefore somewhat indicative of the PLE that can 
be expected in a larger test network, for nodes that are too far 
away from node 0 to reach it with a single hop.  Figure 9 shows 
the test results.  For node 5, we see a clear improvement in 
PLE(200 ms) when more candidate routes are added.  For all other 
nodes, these is an improvement when going from 1 candidate 
route to multiple routes, but again no statistically significant 
differences for 2, 3, and 4 candidate routes.  Figure 10 shows 
averages for the test results in figure 9. 

Figure 9. PLE(200 ms) for ‘long’ 2-hop routes only. 

We conclude that in a dense network, for example the network of 
figure 1 but with node 5 excluded, keeping 2 candidate routes will 
be sufficient, and this can keep routing tables small.  A more 
general networking solution should however have the ability to 
maintain more than 2 candidate routes, to optimize the PLE for 
relatively isolated nodes like node 5. 

Figure 10. Average PLE(200 ms) for ‘long’ 2-hop routes. 

For routing via long 2-hop routes only, figure 9 shows a best-case 
PLE(200 ms) of about 0.0001, which is high compared to the 
PLE(200 ms) values found in the test of figure 3, where direct 
routing to node 0 is allowed.   Apparently, another factor than 
multipath fading is dominant in determining the value of the best 
case PLE(200 ms).  It might be possible to lower the influence of 
this factor by re-tuning the system, for example by changing WT, 
decreasing the message sending rate per node (which lowers 
system self-interference), or changing the MAC parameters.  This 
is a topic for further study.  

10. PLE IN TIME SLOTTED NETWORKS 

The use of a time-slotted 802.15.4 MAC, instead of CSMA, can 
be beneficial to latency in networks that need to handle high 
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traffic loads [22], because it avoids collisions and hidden node 
problems. In time slotted networks, a sensor node is constrained in 
the opportunities it has to use the channel for retries: so the 
expected PLE curves are different from the ones shown above, 
where nodes will use the channel with a very high duty cycle 
when retrying.  Furthermore, time slotted networks get more 
efficient at carrying high traffic loads if slots are kept small, with 
less reserved time in a slot for MAC retries [22], so it is preferable 
in time slotted networks to run with a low setting for the MAC 
retry parameter, a low SMRT.  It is interesting to study what 
happens to PLE if a test network with the algorithm of figure 2 is 
run with a lower SMRT, approximating a time slotted network. 
Experiments were done on the test network shown in figure 11.   
This test network used the same node hardware as in figure 1, but 
was built in a different location in the same building. (The 
location of figure 1 had been refurbished, removing most metal 
closets, preventing us from reproducing the setup of figure 1.)  

Figure 11. New test network. Sensor nodes 1-7 send 
messages to node 0. 

Figure 12 shows the effect of different SMRT values on the PLE, 
with WT=40 ms, during a 3-week test.  Each node does all 
delivery attempts over a 1-hop route to node 0, and node 0 always 
uses SMRT=4 when sending back its end-to-end acknowledge 
packet. 

Figure 12. PLE values when routing directly to node 0, 
for different SMRT values (=number of MAC retries done in 

each delivery attempt). 

Leftmost in figure 12, the PLE(5 ms) value can also be interpreted 
as the probability that the message is not delivered after a single 
MAC invocation. As expected, with a larger SMRT the 
probability of non-delivery is lower.  Less intuitively, the graphs 
for PLE(125 ms) and PLE(205 ms) do not show any statistically 
significant effect of SMRT on the probability of delivering the 
message within the deadline.  So, under the low traffic loads in 
our test network, when we go from SMRT=4 down to SMRT=1, 
operating on the channel like a time-slotted protocol with a 40 ms 

cycle time, PLE(205 ms) is hardly affected: the lower node 
channel occupancy associated with time slotting does not have a 
negative effect.  For a higher network workload, lowering SMRT 
in a time slotted network is expected to improve worst-case 
latency [22]: a lower SMRT means shorter slots, so each node 
actually has more frequent opportunities to retry and empty its re-
send queues. Overall, these results indicate that moving from 
CSMA to time-slotting with a fast cycle time is not incompatible 
with optimising for human-observable PLE. 
Looking overall at the performance of the network nodes, we see 
that PLE(205 ms) for node 1 and 4 are so low that they are off the 
charts.  All other nodes have a PLE(205 ms) around 0.0001, with 
much less spread than in the measurements done on the first test 
network (figure 3). The bad performance of node 2 in this test is 
somewhat surprising, given its location. In later tests with this 
network, node 2 performed better, so apparently it was just very 
‘unlucky’ in the 3 weeks of this test.

11. ENERGY SCAVENGING SENSOR 
NODES 

Given the positive result of the previous section, showing that a 
lower channel access rate is not incompatible with optimising 
PLE, the topic of energy scavenging nodes comes in scope. An 
energy scavenging sensor node is not powered by a battery or 
mains power connection, but extracts the energy it needs from its 
environment [23].  Consider an energy scavenging sensor node 
that uses a small solar cell to (re)charge a capacitor.  Whenever a 
message needs to be sent, the radio will have to be used 
intelligently and sparingly, to minimise the probability of non 
delivery before the capacitor runs out of charge. It is not always 
possible or economical to put a very large capacitor in a low duty 
cycle energy scavenging sensor, to store a large reserve of energy 
just in case.  Larger capacitors have larger leak currents: they 
require larger energy scavenging mechanisms just to keep them 
charged fully.  Thus, when considering if an energy scavenging 
node using a capacitor of a certain size can be an acceptable 
control network product to an end user, first of all, we have to 
consider the probability that the node will not deliver the control 
message at all.   
We used the testbed of figure 11 to study this probability.  We ran 
a 3-week test, with all sensor nodes trying to send directly to node 
0 (using no alternate routes), using different waiting times WT 
between sends, and computing from the test logs the probability 
of non-delivery after N MAC invocations.  We use SMRT=1, to 
keep the energy used per MAC invocation as low as possible.  
This also allows us to refer to one MAC invocation as being ‘one 
send’ in the graphs and discussion below. Following the algorithm 
in figure 2, our sensor nodes use carrier sense to try to detect a 
clear channel before sending a message, whereas a typical energy 
scavenging node will omit the carrier sense as it uses a lot of 
energy.  The test results, in figure 13, are therefore most 
representative of an energy scavenging network with a very low 
channel duty cycle. 
Figure 13 clearly shows that reliability can be improved not just 
by sending more often, but also by waiting longer between sends.  
The nodes 1, 2, and 4, all very close to node 0, performed very 
well in this test run, with a failure probability so low that it is off 
the charts as N grows larger.  The effect of increasing WT on 
reliability is large: if latency is not a concern (e.g. for a type of 
sensor node where the user does not notice or care about a long 
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latency) the best strategy for the  node is to use a WT of 500 ms or 
even larger.  However, for many types of energy scavenging 
nodes we would like to optimise both the probability of delivery 
and the PLE(200 ms). 

Figure 13. Probability of message non-delivery within N 
sends by an energy scavenging node, with different waiting 
times WT between sends. 

12. ENERGY SCAVENGING NODES AND 
MULTIPLE CANDIDATE ROUTES 

The results in sections 6 and 9 predict that an energy scavenging 
node might benefit from using multiple candidate routes when 
trying to deliver its message.  We tested this prediction, with up to 
3 candidate routes, as follows.  We moved node 5 in figure 11 to 
office 1-041, locating it to the right of node 4, and then 
programmed node 1 and 5 to act as routers, with SMRT=4.  All 
other nodes are set up to behave as energy scavenging nodes: we 
set SMRT=1, and configured them to use up to 3 routes: the direct 
route to node 0, the route via 1 to 0, and the route via 5 to 0.  The 
nodes use WT=120 ms when trying via 1 route, WT=60 ms when 
trying via 2 routes, and WT=40 ms when trying via 3 routes – so 
each route is always tried once every 120 ms.   Test results are 
shown in figure 14.  
Leftmost in figure 14, when 3 sends are done, the effects of 
having multiple candidate routes are somewhat mixed.  More 
significantly however, with 6 or more sends the use of multiple 
candidate routes significantly improves the overall network 

performance.  For 6 sends, we have a satisfying result in that the 
probability of non-delivery is lower than 0.001 for all nodes, 
something that was not achieved after 6 sends in figure 13, even 
not with WT=500 ms.  The use of multiple candidate routes also 
optimises PLE.  In this test, when using 3 candidate routes with 
WT=40 ms, 6 sends are done within 200 ms, so with 3 candidate 
routes we obtained a PLE(205 ms)<0.001 for all nodes.  It is clear 
that using multiple candidate routes is a very useful technique to 
increase the reliability of energy scavenging sensor nodes, 
especially if low latency is desired too. 

Figure 14. Probability of message non-delivery with 
different numbers of candidate routes and SMRT=1. 

13. CONCLUSIONS 

To make 802.15.4 control networks acceptable as a replacement 
for wired control, we must look into the way that end users 
experience the latency characteristics of the network.  Based on 
this consideration, we have introduced a latency measure PLE, 
and optimized PLE(200 ms) based on measurements done during 
working hours in an office environment.  Test runs lasting at least 
a week were done with most links in the clear region. The test 
results indicate that each node should maintain a list of multiple 
candidate routes that it can use to deliver a message. We have 
shown in [21] that candidate route information can be created and 
stored in advance. Only infrequent updates are necessary to adapt 
to changes that occur over timescales of weeks. 
Compared to most WSN test networks in literature, our test 
network has a higher node density, as we expect multiple wireless 
sensors and actuators per room.  This leads to a system where, if 
the retry strategy in the protocol is designed well, low link quality 
is no longer a dominant cause of latency deadlines being 
exceeded.  Instead, for PLE(200 ms), fluctuating multi-path 
cancellation becomes a dominant cause [21], which can be 
eliminated by using multiple candidate routes.  When this cause is 
eliminated, the presence or absence of a clear-region 1-hop link to 
the destination becomes a major determinant. We have some 
tentative evidence that system self-interference will become a 
significant determinant at some point above an average rate of 40 
packets per second in the network, not counting MAC 
acknowledge packets.  This high average packet rate is unrealistic 
in a small building control network, but might be approached in a 
large control network that needs to use multi-hop routes often to 
deliver messages.  It is likely that the introduction of an 
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exponential back-off in the invoking the MAC will improve 
worst-case latency under higher network loads. 
While our test network uses CSMA, our measurements predict 
that time slotted networks with a short cycle time are not 
necessarily at a disadvantage when it comes to achieving a good 
PLE(200 ms).   
Finally we have looked at the problems faced by energy 
scavenging nodes based on capacitors, that can only do a few 
retries before their energy runs out.  We have measured for such 
nodes, across the parameter space of capacitor size and retry 
speed, the expected reliability of message delivery over a single 
hop fixed route. We then show that the technique of using 
multiple candidate routes can be very useful to optimize the 
reliability of energy scavenging nodes, while simultaneously 
achieving a good PLE(200 ms). 
There are still many unanswered questions related to the PLE(200 
ms) quality metric.  In particular, the problem of predicting or 
optimizing PLE under high network loads has not yet been 
addressed.  
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ABSTRACT

Reliability of communications is key to expand application do-

mains for sensor networks. Since Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)

operate in the license-free Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM)

bands and hence share the spectrum with other wireless technolo-

gies, addressing interference is an important challenge. In order to

minimize its effect, nodes can dynamically adapt radio resources

provided information about current spectrum usage is available.

We present a new channel quality metric, based on availability

of the channel over time, which meaningfully quantifies spectrum

usage. We discuss the optimum scanning time for capturing the

channel condition while maintaining energy-efficiency. Using data

collected from a number of Wi-Fi networks operating in a library

building, we show that our metric has strong correlation with the

Packet Reception Rate (PRR). This suggests that quantifying in-

terference in the channel can help in adapting resources for better

reliability. We present a discussion of the usage of our metric for

various resource allocation and adaptation strategies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

C.4.3 [Performance of Systems]: Measurements Techniques. Re-

liability, Availability, and Serviceability

General Terms

Experimentation, Measurement, Performance, and Reliability.

Keywords

Channel Quality, Interference, ISM Bands, Dynamic Resource Adap-

tation, Wireless Sensor Networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless technologies have grown exponentially during the last

decade and are progressively cast around for more applications.

Many standardized technologies operate in crowded license-free

Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) frequency bands. Wireless

networks in these bands are now ubiquitous in residential and office

buildings as they offer great flexibility and cost benefits. However,

despite the extensive research, the issue of reliability of wireless

networks remains a challenge. Medium access techniques such as

TDMA and FDMA cannot be readily applied in the context of ISM

bands [1], as they are not designed to tolerate inter-network inter-

ference. Instead, distributed multiple access schemes based on car-

rier sense, such as CSMA, are widely employed along with Spread

Spectrum modulation techniques which provide some robustness as

well as generate lower levels of interference. Although this bottom-

up approach to unlicensed spectrum usage exacerbates the chal-

lenges to achieve reliability and predictability in low-cost wireless

solutions, there are many gains for end users [2] and extensive op-

portunities for innovation [3]. It has also incubated new research

directions, such as dynamic spectrum allocation for future wireless

systems [4]. Inspired by this paradigm, we investigate mechanisms

for interference avoidance within ISM bands for low-power radios.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are seen as a viable alterna-

tive for monitoring, control and automation applications, provided

they are made appropriately reliable and delays are bounded. To

this end, interference and coexistence pose a major challenge. In

this paper, we present the Channel Quality (CQ) metric that pro-

vides a quick and accurate estimate of interference by capturing a

channel’s availability over time at a very high resolution. This met-

ric is useful towards achieving better reliability and lower latency

through dynamic radio resources allocation.

Interference from coexisting networks in ISM Bands is typically

referred as Cross Technology Interference (CTI). Even though CTI

represents a well known problem [5–8] it has not been adequately

addressed in WSN. This problem is hard to resolve for two reasons:

a) efficient cooperative schemes for spectrum access are not possi-

ble with currently deployed technologies and b) there are large RF

power and spectrum footprint asymmetries. CTI could be avoided

by sophisticated communication protocols that are sensitive to in-

stantaneous spectrum occupation. However, low-cost hardware and

limited energy-budget of the nodes make the typical spectrum sens-

ing techniques as proposed for non resource constrained systems [9]

unsuitable for WSN.

This paper has the following contributions:

• A novel channel quality metric that is based on channel avail-

ability and is agnostic to the interference source.

• An analysis of the parameter space and validation of the met-

ric’s performance with real-world interference traces.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides

further motivation for this work and in Section 3 we derive the ex-

pression for our CQ metric. Section 4 describes how we use the

energy detection (ED) feature in IEEE-802.15.4 compliant radios

to measure evolution of signal (interference) strength in 802.15.4

channels, our experimental setup and our data collection experi-
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ments. We then discuss results of our evaluations and conclude the

paper in Section 5.

2. MOTIVATION
Any given network configuration at deployment phase, like chan-

nel selection, is typically not enough as the network may experi-

ence communication interruptions or simply fails at some point.

We need WSN that seamlessly adapt resources and self-organize

to maintain their integrity in a changing environment. Several re-

cent studies have addressed burstiness and interference in wireless

links. Srinivasan et al. proposed a metric to quantify link burstiness

and show impact on protocol performance and achievable improve-

ments in transmission cost [10]. Also, Munir et al. investigated

scheduling algorithms to improve reliability and provide latency

bounds [11]. However, these solutions can not react to instanta-

neous changes in the channel condition. They rather select routes

and channels using long-term observations.

There are aggressive techniques to deal with interference in wire-

less systems. Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) has been

partially demonstrated for 802.15.4 in Software Defined Radios

[12]. Nevertheless, there are practical limitations to advance with

it. For example, it is known that SIC requires highly linear am-

plifiers in the receiver (large dynamic range) and also excellent

adjacent channel suppression, because residual energy put in the

front-end causes it to underperform and desensitizes the radio. Both

of these requirements lead to expensive solutions. Furthermore, it

is questionable whether SIC’s demand for signal processing could

outweigh its benefits compared to other approaches, in view of

available technology, inexpensive hardware and energy budget con-

strains. Finally, these ideas are not trivially applied to CTI because

a large heterogeneous set of possible signals to disentangle further

complicate SIC-based solutions.

Alternatively, we advocate modest improvements in low-power

receiver architecture can enable energy efficient spectrum sensing,

which is necessary for nodes to form smart reactive networks that

eliminate the need for highly complex radios. Spectrum occupa-

tion can change rapidly in time and space, yet under unfavourable

channel conditions nodes adapt resources or find better channels to

maintain communications. Dynamic resource adaptation can lower

latency bounds and boost reliability but in order to encompass this

information into protocols one needs accurate spectrum sensing. In

this paper we show that sufficiently accurate spectrum sensing is

feasible with sensor nodes.

Currently, the radio transceivers in WSN nodes are mostly based

on the IEEE-802.15.4 standard that is intended for low-power op-

eration. On reception, off-the-shelf radios require around 50 mW

and consume 200 – 2000 μJ per packet received. This power is

drawn by the PLL synthesizer, digital demodulator, symbol de-

coder and RF analog blocks for signal filtering, amplification and

down-conversion among other functions, typically in this order.

Recent incursions in 0.18 μm CMOS process of PLL realizations

[13–16], targeted for these systems, report fairly appealing figures:

power consumptions below 3 mW and lock-in times less than 30

μs. Since the PLL synthesizer is known to be by far the most

power-hungry block in the receiver, these results suggest that the

next generations of WSN radios would require, at least, one order

of magnitude less chip energy per bit received.

Now, in order to support ED spectrum sensing only the PLL syn-

thesizer, analog RF blocks plus AGC are necessary, while the de-

modulator can be turned off. Interestingly, among other optimiza-

tions, this further reduces energy consumption while the receiver is

used exclusively to detect the RF energy in the channel, but we have

not yet found any 802.15.4 radio chip providing this flexibility.
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Figure 1: Channel vacancies: two scenarios with the same

Channel Availability (CA).

3. CHANNEL QUALITY METRIC
The sources of interference in wireless networks are typically

very diverse. Interference causes a decrease in the Signal-to-Noise

plus Interference Ratio (SNIR) which can result in packet losses.

Any device that produces RF signals with spectral components within

or near the receiver passband is a potential interferer. Average en-

ergy in a channel has been used as an indicator of channel usage

in the previous literature [17–20]. Unfortunately, this metric is un-

able to distinguish between a channel where the traffic is bursty

with large inactive periods and a channel that has very high fre-

quency periodic traffic with the same energy profile. Clearly, the

first scenario is preferable. It may well be the case that the traffic

in the second case consists entirely of short-duration peaks result-

ing in much lower average energy but unusable channel. Motivated

by this observation, we propose a metric that is based on the fine-

grained availability of the channel over time and ranks in a more

favourable way channels with larger inactive periods or vacancies.

Consider the energy levels (or RSSI) in some channel are mea-

sured periodically with period P . Suppose, the acceptable noise

level and interference threshold is RTHR. Therefore, the chan-

nel can be considered idle when RSSI < RTHR. For example,

Figure 1 shows RSSI samples over time along with idle intervals,

which we refer to as channel vacancies (CV). Let mj denote the

number of CV consisting of j consecutive idle samples and n the

total number of samples. Then m1 +m2 + . . . +mn = m is the

total number of observed CV. Notice that j consecutive clear chan-

nel samples imply that the channel was idle for at least (j − 1)P
time units. We define the average Channel Availability (CA) as:

CA(τ) =
1

n− 1

∑

j|(j−1)P>τ

jmj (1)

where τ > 2P is the time window of interest, which could be

the duration of packets. As we argued earlier, a channel where

m2j = k is more desirable than a channel where mj = 2k, al-

though jmj is the same for both cases. Therefore, we want to rank

a channel with larger vacancies higher even though the sum of the

idle durations might be the same. Hence, we define the Channel

Quality metric as:

CQ(τ) =
1

(n− 1)

∑

j|(j−1)P>τ

j
(1+β)

mj (2)

where β > 0 is the bias. CQ in equation (2) take values between 0

and nβ , where the larger values indicate better channels. Observe

that this expression is agnostic to the interference source.

Figure 1 shows the amount of channel vacancies in two scenarios

with a similar channel availability (CAa = 0.88 and CAb = 0.83)

computed with a RTHR = −44 dBm. Due to collisions, the prob-

ability of correct reception is higher in the scenario shown in Fig-
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(a) (b)

Figure 2: The experimental setup used to collect energy level

traces on IEEE-802.15.4 channels deployed at the Library of

the Faculty of Engineering at the University of Porto (a) and

detail of TelosB motes arranged in a USB hub (b).

ure 1(a) than in the one depicted in Figure 1(b).

4. EVALUATION
In this section, we first describe our experimental set-up used for

data collection followed by an analysis of our metric when applied

to the data. We devise off-line experiments and implement them in

Python [21] scripts to be run over the traces. This has the advan-

tage of producing a naturally controlled environment, e.g. isolating

channel effects that are present in an online experiment. We show

that our metric is highly correlated with PRR.

4.1 Experimental Setup
In order to experimentally investigate our proposal we need traces

of interference signals that help understand channel degradation in

real-world settings. More specifically, we want to find out how

our metric can help identifying a usable channel and eventually es-

tablish which alternative techniques can be applied to employ it

effectively. Therefore, we have designed an experimental setup to

study interference in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. This band is avail-

able globally; there are thousands of certified devices on the mar-

ket that operate in it and coexistence problems are well known [5,

6], which ultimately facilitates the task of collecting interference

traces. Our setup has no limitations to study any kind of interfer-

ence, but given that Wi-Fi has been identified as the most critical in-

terference source to affect WSN [6] and it is also widely available,

in this paper we report experiments with traces where interference

stems solely from Wi-Fi networks.

In our setup, we employ a set of 17 TelosB sensor nodes to scan

all sixteen IEEE-802.15.4 channels simultaneously. In order to do

simultaneous channel readings, we use one of the motes to transmit

a scanning beacon on channel 26, which instructs all other nodes to

switch to their respectively assigned channels and begin scanning.

The motes are connected via USB hubs to a laptop as shown in

Figure 2. We sample the RSSI from the CC2420 transceiver at 40

kS/s [22], and store the data in a memory buffer. After completing

5600 samples in approximately 130 ms, i.e., the largest possible

amount of samples that can be stored in the constrained memory

of TelosB nodes, all nodes return to listen on channel 26 and wait

for the next scanning beacon. Scanning beacons are sent every 8

seconds, which guarantees enough time to dump all the RSSI read-

ings to a file. Having one node per channel enables us to increase

the pace at which data is collected and makes the logging operation

easier.

A large density of Access Points capable of producing notorious

spectrum occupation is mainstream in many metropolitan areas to-

day and particularly in university campus. However, it is the den-

sity of users and the overall volume of data been transferred that

actually produces congestion. Thus, we used our ensemble to col-

lect measurements in our laboratory, which has moderate traffic on

a few 802.15.4 channels. Then we conducted a measurement cam-

paign at the Library of the Faculty of Engineering of the University

of Porto, where we found very heavy traffic from 802.11 Wi-Fi net-

works. In our experiments, signals are well above the noise floor

(10 - 70 dB), but more relevant is the time distribution of burst pat-

terns that varies from a few microseconds to tens of milliseconds.

To examine our metric proposal we then perform off-line experi-

ments, upon a set of traces from a four hour capture.

4.2 Sampling Time
One of the questions we seek to answer is how long should we

sample a channel in order to have a meaningful CQ value. Sam-

pling too shortly leads to uncertainty about the near future state

of the channel. Notice that the clear channel assessment (CCA)

used in Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance

(CSMA/CA) mechanism would not help here given the asymmet-

ric scenario in transmission power and spectral footprint [see 8].

Basically, such asymmetries in the PHY layer among different ra-

dios, make the distributed coordination approach fail. WSN nodes

employ orders of magnitude less RF power than other channel con-

tenders, which makes them more vulnerable to packet corruption

since it is improbable that other nodes would detect an ongoing

transmission and thus defer theirs. For this reason, it is necessary

to sample for longer time, definitely larger than a CCA accounting

for 8 symbol periods or 128 μS, in order to capture a sequence of

events large enough to estimate the probability of successful packet

reception.

On the other extreme, sampling too long introduces a cumulative

effect that misses the dynamics of the channel availability and leads

to poor prediction of the next state of the channel. The more distant

in time the events are the more likely is that their probabilities are

independent and therefore does not help to estimate the channel

condition either. Furthermore, during the sampling period the radio

is turned on which consumes energy.

In practice, this means that we need to find a compromise for

the sampling time that is intrinsically dependent on the system ob-

served. In order to understand this compromise, we progressively

compute the CQ, up to 120 ms, over all traces. Figure 3 illustrates

the results. The RTHR threshold value is primarily chosen based

on the RSSI levels of packets from other nodes we are interested in

receiving.

Actually there is an SNIR margin, specific for each radio and

related to the Co-Channel Rejection Ratio (CoCRR), which needs

to be considered here. In the CC2420 radio, this value corresponds

to 3 dB for a target PER = 10−3, and must be accounted to fine-

tune RTHR.

Since we are not interested here in any specific packet duration,

we chose τ = 0.2 ms, small enough so that most CV contributions

count in Equation 2. Notice that the sum is computed over CV

larger than τ only. For practical reasons, we perform data binning

on all CV observations, i.e., all values which fall in a small interval,

bin = 0.5 ms, are represented by the same value. This quantiza-

tion affects the absolute values obtained in Equation 2. Suppose

an empty channel with one single vacancy of length j = n − 1.

As mentioned in Section 4.1, we are sampling at approximately 40
kS/s, i.e., we take one RSSI sample every 25 μS. Therefore, we di-

vide j by a factor k = 20 and thus, CQ < ( j

k
)β . This curve is the

upper bound for absolute values shown in all graphs in Figure 3.

Similarly, the values represented in the abscissas are divided by 40

to obtain the corresponding scanning time in milliseconds.

One common trend in all graphs is that CQ stabilizes after some
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Figure 3: CQ computed over all traces for different sampling times. Curves represent the median, boxes represent the interquartile

range (IQR), and bars stand for the rest of the values.

time, provided there is sufficient interference. This indicates that

Equation 2 converges toward a value that is proportional to an av-

erage number of vacancies during the sampling period and, clearly,

also depends on β and the values of j.

Figure 3 shows that for lower RTHR values, which corresponds

to heavier interference, the median of CQ stabilizes faster. On the

contrary, if the channel is mostly idle, CQ grows with very high

probability (e.g., if RTHR = −55 dBm as in 3(a), CQ grows as

(2 · Ts)
0.2 and the IQR shrinks over the maximum). An interme-

diate case, as when CQ is computed for -65 dBm, see 3(b)-3(d),

demonstrates that the metric typically grows to a certain value until

it finally stabilizes. Hence, these sampling times are much smaller

than the timescale of the interference pattern present in the chan-

nel. Based on this behaviour, an optimum sampling time would be

as long as it is necessary to have the median of CQ stabilized.

In a system where this metric is computed online the sampling

time, represented by n in Equation 2, could be dynamically main-

tained at this turning point where the median of CQ stabilizes, or

below a certain maximum value. We defer the development of a

control algorithm for this purpose to future work. For the rest of

our experiments we use a hand-picked scanning time of 40 ms.

4.3 Correlation with PRR
Packet Reception Rate (PRR) is a well known reliability metric.

When PRR is high, the wireless channel and the link are optimum.

However, PRR reflects all forms of signal distortion in the wireless

channel, including interference. Thus, a medium or low PRR does

not provide enough information to identify factors responsible for

poor performance and yet intermediate quality links, that display

a medium PRR, may account for up to 50% of all links observed

in WSN testbeds [10]. Moreover, PRR and other useful metrics,

such as packet’s RSSI and LQI, require packet transmissions. In-

stead, our CQ metric specifically accounts for interference and has

no side effect on the channel, as it relies exclusively on the receiver

channel energy detection, and therefore scales with node density

and channel usage.

We now investigate how the channel availability as described by

our CQ metric is related to the probability of successful packet re-

ceptions. For this experiment we use a third of each RSSI trace,

lasting 130 ms, to compute the metric and the remaining to check

for the presence of interference that may lead to packet corruption.

If the energy levels in the channel remain 3 dB below the RSSI

of packets (CoCRR mentioned in 4.2), during the duration of each

packet, then the packet is considered successfully received.

Multiple packets are transmitted over each trace and the average

is computed to derive the PRR. Packets are transmitted periodically

and transmissions are separated by an Inter-Packet Interval time

(IPI) of 2 ms. In this way, we conduct an experiment with more

than 240.000 off-line packet verifications on traces obtained from

the deployment at the library.

As shown in the previous section, Equation 2 provides a range

for CQ values that depends on n and β. However, in order to com-

pare among CQ values computed with different parameter values

we rewrite CQ as:

CQ(τ) =
1

(n− 1)(1+β)

∑

j|(j−1)P>τ

j
(1+β)

mj , (3)

CQ in Equation (3) now take values between 0 and 1, regard-

less of n and β values. For example, if we compute Equation 3

with β = 0.3 for an IEEE-802.15.4 ACK frame lasting 352 μs,

in the scenarios shown in Figure 1, we obtain CQa = 0.65 and

CQb = 0.50. The difference between CQa and CQb is three

times higher than the difference between CAa and CAb (obtained

using Equation 1 in Section 3), and it therefore highlights the dif-

ference in quality between the two channels.
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Figure 4 shows the correlation between CQ and PRR. The curves

correspond to the CQ median and the error bars represent the in-

terquartile range computed over the entire set of traces, at RTHR =
−65 dBm. We compute CQ for bias (β) values 0, 0.3, and 0.7 to

highlight that β = 0.3 linearises the curves and better expand use-

ful range of CQ values.

Higher values of β increase the weight of larger CV in the def-

inition of the CQ. Therefore, having β = 0.7 will promote the

selection of channels with larger CV. On the other hand, observe

how for β = 0, which is equivalent to compute the average chan-

nel availability as described by Equation 1, CQ values increase up

to 0.4 but almost no packets are received, since vacancies are not

large enough. In this case, CQ values grow faster than PRR which

indicates that average channel availability does not capture well-

enough the complexity of the channel, as we discussed in Section 3.

Being able to tune β, as shown in the graph in Figure 4, helps us

in maximizing the correlation among PRR and CQ. This makes

our metric an accurate indicator of the channel condition, which

is an interesting result. In our experiments, we find the β value

that maximises the correlation among CQ and PRR to be approxi-

mately β = 0.3. Similar to the scanning time, finding the optimum

β value, for an arbitrary interference scenario, is outside the scope

of this paper.

4.4 Discussion
In this section we revisit some resource adaptation techniques

and discuss how they could be dynamically applied to leverage our

CQ metric for interference-aware communication protocols.

Lin et al. demonstrated a novel pairwise transmission power con-

trol for WSN that performs significantly better than node-level or

network-level power control methods [23]. They improve PRR and

energy consumption by dynamically adapting the RF transmission

power to maintain the minimum level required to guarantee a good

link. This is a clever approach to compensate for the non-linear

pathloss. However, it does not account for two important aspects:

a) the irreducible error floor [24, Ch. 6] produced by fading can not

be removed by increasing transmission power and b) it does not

address external interference. A solution to both these problems is

dynamic frequency and power adaptation, simultaneously.

In this regard, one can augment such pairwise power control

mechanism with CQ, directly establishing a dynamic lower bound

for the RF power to use in the transmitter, previous to actual trans-

missions. Besides, since a maximum transmission power can not

be exceeded, an alternative such as a moving to a different chan-

nel may be inferred immediately. Starting from the RSSI samples

in memory, we could ask the question: which signal level would

result in a CQ value that satisfies a given requirement for channel

usage under the current interference level?

In general, protocols designed for multichannel operation can

maintain good links by using well ranked channels by distributed

CQ computations among neighbour nodes, provided a control chan-

nel among them is stable. Additionally, these CQ values could aid

route changes when an interferer’s spectral footprint is very large,

as in 802.11n, to take advantage of the irregular coverage, common

in some indoor environments.

Successful transmissions in the scenarios in Figure 1 also depend

on the packet size. Certain packet size would maximize throughput

or minimize the time to deliver a data object over the channel, for

a given interference level. Observe that shorter packets have better

chances of avoiding collisions (and hence retransmissions) but also

result in higher overhead due to fixed packet headers and delays due

to acknowledgement timeout. One could look into the relationship

between these optimum packet sizes and the CQ values computed

on the channel. Based on observed CQ values protocols can then

tune packet size to save energy or transfer data in a minimum time.

FEC techniques pose a trade-off between data recovery capac-

ity and its inherent payload and computation overhead. Recently,

Liang et al. demonstrated the Reed-Solomon (RS) correcting codes

performs well while recovering packets affected by 802.11 interfer-

ing signals [8]. Since interference levels may vary extensively it is

interesting to see if this solution can benefit from simple CQ based

optimizations.

On the other hand, energy cost to compute the CQ metric must

be further explored in view of overall energy balance in dynamic

link adaptation. In future work we plan to extend our experiments

and later implement the metric on WSN hardware.

5. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a new channel quality metric that is based on the

availability of the channel over time. The metric is useful for inter-

ference aware protocols in WSN. We described our experimental

setup for collecting real-world interference traces in the 2.4 GHz

ISM band. Using this data, we showed that our metric has strong

correlation with PRR. Thus, our metric’s characterization of a chan-

nel is reliable and applicable in practice. We also discussed dy-

namic resource allocation techniques for interference-aware proto-

cols in WSN for which our metric can prove to be useful. We are

currently working on a software implementation of CQ for WSN

hardware to further validate its performance in online experiments.
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ABSTRACT
Avionics Full DupleX Switched Ethernet (AFDX) has been
developed formodern aircraft such as Airbus 380. Due to the
non-determinism of switchingmechanism, a worst-case delay
analysis of the flows entering the network is a key issue for
certification reasons. Up to now most existing approaches
(such as Network Calculus) consider that all the flows are
asynchronous and they do not take into account the schedul-
ing of flows generated by the same end system. It is then
pessimistic to take into account such a synchronous scenario.
Each end system can be considered as an offset free system,
thus the main objective of this paper is to evaluate exist-
ing offset assignments in the context of an industrial AFDX
network. Existing offset assignments are adapted to take
into account specific characteristics of an AFDX network.
Worst-case delay results are obtained according to these off-
set heuristics. It is shown that some existing heuristics are
not efficient while some are near optimal for the studied in-
dustrial AFDX network.

1. INTRODUCTION
Avionic Full DupleX Switched Ethernet (AFDX [1]) has
been proposed in order to satisfy the growing requirements
of avionics application. Such a network is defined based
on static network configuration and routing. The demon-
stration of a determined upper bound for end-to-end (ETE)
communication delays on such a real-time network plays a
key role. Different methods [5, 2, 10, 4] have been pre-
sented for the worst-case delay analysis on the AFDX net-
work. Among them, the Network Calculus [3] has been used

for the certification of Airbus 380.

Since each end system of the AFDX network schedules its
flows according to a local clock, it is pessimistic to con-
sider that all frames arrive simultaneously (synchronous sce-
nario) on this network. This issue has been addressed in
[9], in which a computation method integrating the offsets
of flows based on the Network Calculus approach has been
developed. However, only one offset assignment originally
designed for the CAN network in [8] was applied to an in-
dustrial AFDX network. It is interesting to consider other
existing offset assignments [6, 7] in order to find the best
algorithm for an industrial AFDX network. Moreover, the
existing algorithms can be adapted in order to take into ac-
count specific characteristics of an AFDX network.

The objective of this paper is to evaluate and compute offset
assignment algorithms for an industrial AFDX network. The
goal of the evaluation is to measure the gap between offset
assignment based on heuristics and the optimal assignment,
which is intractable on an industrial AFDX network. An
upper bound on this gap is computed, based on an optimal
scenario.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shortly intro-
duces the context of the studied industrial AFDX network
and existing offset assignments. Section 3 derives an ideal
offset assignment which gives an optimal scenario for the
scheduled flows. In Section 4, new heuristics integrating the
AFDX characteristics are proposed. The existing and pro-
posed offset assignments are applied to the industrial AFDX
network, and their results are compared and analyzed in
Section 5. Section 6 concludes and indicates directions for
future research.

2. CONTEXT

2.1 Introduction of the industrial AFDX net-
work
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An AFDX network [1] is composed of end systems and switches.
The inputs and outputs of the AFDX network, called end
systems (ES), are connected by several interconnected AFDX
switches. Each end system can be connected to only one
port of an AFDX switch and each port of an AFDX switch
can be connected at most to one end system. Links between
switches work in full-duplex mode.

A V irtual Link (V L) standardized by ARINC-664 is a con-
cept of virtual communication channel, which statically de-
fines the flows. A connection defined by a Virtual Link
is unidirectional, including one source end system and one
or more paths leading to different destination end systems
(multicast nature). A VL is characterized by:

• Bandwidth Allocation Gap (BAG), the minimum de-
lay between two consecutive frames of corresponding
VL ranging in powers of 2 from 1 ms to 128 ms, and

• Smin and Smax, the minimum and maximum frame
lengths which respect the standard Ethernet frame.

An AFDX network architecture is illustrated by Figure 1.
According to this architecture, there are five end systems
and two AFDX switches. On the example, v1 has a unique
path {e1−S1−S2−e4} and v5 has multi-paths {e3−S2−e4}
and {e3 − S2 − e5}.

S 1

1v 2v 3v
S 24v 5v

2v1v
3v

e1

e2 e3

4v 5v1v 3v e4

e5
5v2v

Figure 1: Example of an AFDX configuration

The industrial AFDX network interconnects aircraft func-
tions in the avionics domain. It is composed of two redun-
dant networks. Each network includes 123 end systems, 8
switches, 984 Virtual Links and 6412 VL paths (due to VL
multicast characteristics). The left part in Table 1 gives the
dispatching of VLs among BAGs. The right part in Table 1

BAG Number Frame length Number
(ms) of VL (bytes) of VL
2 20 0-150 561
4 40 151-300 202
8 78 301-600 114
16 142 601-900 57
32 229 901-1200 12
64 220 1201-1500 35
128 255 > 1500 3

Table 1: BAGs and frame lengths

gives the dispatching of VLs among frame lengths, consid-
ering the maximum length Smax. The majority of VLs con-
siders short frames. Table 2 shows the number of VL paths
per length (i.e. the number of crossed switches).

This industrial AFDX network works at 100 Mb/s and the
technological latency of an AFDX switch is 16 μs. The
overall workload (utilization) of the industrial network is
about 10%. Actually, the industrial AFDX network is lightly

Nb of crossed switches Number of paths
1 1797
2 2787
3 1537
4 291

Table 2: VL paths lengths

loaded in order to guarantee that buffers will never overflow.
Both sporadic VLs and periodic VLs exist on the AFDX net-
work, and offsets can be assigned to periodic VLs. There is
no global clock in an AFDX network. Consequently, frame
releases of different end systems are independent. However,
each end system schedules its flows. This scheduling can
be integrated in the worst-case delay analysis thanks to off-
sets. The next paragraph gives an overview of existing offset
assignments.

2.2 Existing offset assignments
The offset assignment has been studied in [6] in the con-
text of periodic task sets executed in a uniprocessor. Each
task τi is characterized by a period Ti, a hard deadline Di,
a processing time Ci and an offset Oi. In the context of
uniprocessor, the systems can be classified into three classes
in terms of offset:

• Synchronous system: all the tasks have the same fixed
offsets, i.e., at time 0, all the tasks generate one re-
quest;

• Asynchronous system: an offset is allocated to each
task due to application constraints;

• Offset free system: any offset can be allocated to each
task in order to improve the system schedulability.

For the third class, a key point is the choice of an offset
assignment. The number of possible offset assignments is
exponential.

In [6], an optimal offset assignment is proposed to exhaust
all possible non-equivalent offset assignments. Although this
method reduces significantly the number of combinations,
the number remains exponential. Dissimilar offset assign-
ment, denoted GCD, is then defined in order to reduce
computational complexity in the comparison with the op-
timal offset assignment by providing a single offset assign-
ment for a task set. This method tries to move from the
synchronous case as much as possible. It considers a min-

imal distance �
gcd(Ti,Tj )

2
� between two requests of τi and

τj , where gcd(Ti, Tj) is the greatest common divisor of Ti

and Tj . This method treats task pairs (τi, τj) by decreasing
value of gcd(Ti, Tj).

Near-optimal offset assignment heuristics are derived in [7]
based on the study of GCD. This assignment considers four
alternative offset allocations when GCD fails to generate
a schedulable asynchronous situation. Since both these two
approaches assign offsets to VLs pair by pair, they are called
PairAssign in this paper. Besides the decreasing value of
gcd(Ti, Tj), other heuristics are proposed considering criteria
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like utilization rate, i.e., Ci

Ti
, and the value of −gcd(Ti, Tj)

to decide the order of flow pairs. These four heuristics are
denoted and defined as follows:

• RateAdd: Ci

Ti
+

Cj

Tj
,

• RAGCD: (Ci

Ti
+

Cj

Tj
)× gcd(Ti, Tj),

• RMGCD: max(Ci

Ti
,
Cj

Tj
)× gcd(Ti, Tj);

• GCDMinus: −gcd(Ti, Tj);

In [8], the authors addressed that the offset assignments
mentioned above are not efficient when applied to the schedul-
ing of automotive message, and an offset assignment algo-
rithm is tailored for automotive CAN network. This algo-
rithm, called SingleAssign in this paper, aims at choosing
offsets tomaximize the distance between frames. For n flows
emitted by one source node, sort them by increasing value
of their periods and calculate Tmax = maxi∈[1,n]{Ti}. The
assignments start with the flow having smallest period and
process one flow after another. For a flow τk (k ∈ [1, n]), its
offset Ok is decided as follows:

• first search for the least loaded interval in [0, Tk);

• then set Ok in the middle of this interval;

• finally record all the frames of τk released in [0, Tmax).

3. OPTIMAL SCENARIO OF SCHEDULED
FLOWS OVER THE AFDX NETWORK

Considering an industrial AFDX configuration with about
1000 flows, the optimal offset assignment proposed in [6] is
intractable. Thus approaches based on heuristics have to
be used. Then, the evaluation of the gap between the opti-
mal offset assignment and the assignment generated by each
heuristic is an important issue. For a given flow, this gap
can be defined as the difference between the worst-case ETE
delays obtained by, on the one hand considering the optimal
offset assignment, on the other hand considering the offset
assignment based on a heuristic. On a whole configuration,
the gap is the average of the gaps obtained for the flows.
Obviously, it is not possible to compute the gap for the opti-
mal offset assignment on an industrial AFDX configuration,
since the optimal offset assignment is intractable. Then, a
first idea is to compute an upper bound on this gap.

This upper bound can be obtained by considering an ideal
offset assignment, which minimizes the worst-case ETE de-
lay for all the flows. This ideal assignment may not exist for
a given configuration, but it is sure that it gives worst-case
delays which are not higher than the ones obtained by the
optimal offset assignment. This ideal assignment, denoted
IdealAssign, minimizes the maximum waiting delay of every
frame in each output port it crosses. It corresponds to the
following scenario:

• At its source ES, a frame fi of a VL vi is not delayed
by any other frames emitted by the same ES, i.e., the
frame fi is transmitted immediately after its release;

• At each switch output port of its path, the frame fi
crosses VLs generated by several ESs. fi can be de-
layed by exactly one frame coming from each of these
ESs. The frame with the largest size Smax is con-
sidered. The delay encountered by fi at each switch
output port takes into account the serialization effect
(i.e., two frames cannot be received at the same time
from an input link, see [2] for details).

Indeed, since there is no common clock among the end sys-
tems, there is no relationship between the releases of two
frames from different end systems. Consequently, there exist
scenarios where the two frames arrive at their first common
switch output port at the same time.

Let us illustrate this scenario on the example depicted in
Figure 2. This sample network has 4 VLs v1 and v2 emitted
by the ES e1 as well as v3 and v4 emitted by the ES e2. The
network works at 100 Mb/s. The temporal characteristics
of each VL are listed in Table 3.

S 1

1v
3v

2v
4v

e1

e2

3v1v 2v 4v

Figure 2: A sample AFDX network

vi BAGi (ms) Smaxi
(Byte) Ci (μs)

v1 8 1000 80
v2 8 1000 80
v3 8 1000 80
v4 8 500 40

Table 3: The Configuration of the sample example
in Figure 2

The VL v1 is focused on. The IdealAssign leads to scenario
illustrated in Figure 3 where the arrow represents the frame
arrival of VL vi, a

h
i is the frame arrival of vi at the node

h, and the i means the transmission of a frame of VL vi.
At the ES e1, the frame f1 is transmitted as soon as it is
released due to the separation from v2. Since the ESs are
not synchronized, at the output port of the switch S1, the
frame f1 of v1 can arrive at the same time as the frame f3 of
v3 and it is delayed by f3, i.e., a

S1

1 = a
S1

3 . Only one frame
(f3) from the ES e2 delays the frame f1 at the output port
of S1 since v3 and v4 are separated far away from each other,
and f3 is considered due to the frame size Smax3

> Smax4
.

v1

1e

S1

S1S1

3 1

1
=aa1 3

t

t

Figure 3: Scenarios of the VL v1

The IdealAssign gives an upper bound on the reduction
which can be obtained by an offset assignment algorithm.
The next section proposes some offset assignment heuristics
tailored for the AFDX network.
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4. OFFSET ASSIGNMENTS IN THE CON-
TEXT OF AFDX NETWORK

In the context of a uniprocessor, a set of tasks shares a
unique resource, i.e., the processor. The situation is differ-
ent in the context of a switched Ethernet network, like the
AFDX network, where a set of flows shares a set of output
ports. Actually, each port is shared by a subset of all the
flows. Consequently, the load can be different for each out-
put port. The worst waiting time of a frame in an output
port increases when the load of the output port increases.
Then, it could be interesting to take into account the load of
the output port in the offset assignment. This is illustrated
in the example in Figure 4, where six VLs vi (i ∈ [1, 6])
are transmitted over the network. The temporal character-
istics of each VL are given in Table 4. The network works
at 100 Mb/s and the technological latency of switch is null.

S 1

v1e1

e2

v3v2 v5v4v2v1

v4 v5 v6 v6v3

Figure 4: A small example of AFDX network

vi BAGi (μs) Smaxi
(Byte) Ci (μs)

v1 400 500 40
v2 800 750 60
v3 400 750 60
v4 400 500 40
v5 800 750 60
v6 400 750 60

Table 4: The Configuration of the small example in
Figure 4

The offset assignment SingleAssign is applied to this exam-
ple network. The three VLs emitted by the ES e1 are consid-
ered. The offsets are assigned to these three VLs in order:
O1 = 0 μs, O3 = 200 μs and O2 = 100 μs. This case is
drawn in part e1 in Figure 5. Similar case at the end system
e2 is depicted in part e2 in Figure 5. v2 is focused on whose
first frame f2 is released at O2 = 100 μs. At the output port
of the switch S1 where v2 visits, v4 and v5 from e2 join the
path of v2 while v3 has left. Then one possible scenario at
this output port is depicted in part S1 in Figure 5. It can
be seen that when the frames f1 and f2 arrive at S1, they
are still separated far enough to avoid delaying each other.
Similarly, the frames f4 and f5 from v4 and v5 are separated
far enough when they arrive at S1, consequently only one
frame f5 delays the studied frame f2. Since the frame f2 is
released at the ES e1 at time O2 = 100 μs and the transmis-
sion of frame f2 is finished at the switch S1 at time 280 μs,
the delay of the frame f2 is R2 = 280 − 100 = 180 μs.

The illustration in Figure 5 shows an example where the off-
set assignment SingleAssign succeeds to distribute the work-
load even in the output port of a switch. It is interesting
to demonstrate the case when the workload increases. The
example AFDX network in Figure 4 is under study and the
maximum frame sizes of VLs v1 and v4 are increased to
Smax1

= Smax4
= 750 Bytes (C1 = C4 = 60 μs). Ac-

cording to the SingleAssign, the releases of frames at e1 and
e2 are depicted in Figure 6 (same as in Figure 5). One

S 1

aS1
2 aS1

5=aS1
1 aS1

4=

v 4

e2

v 6v 5

t(us)4 5 6

v 1

e1

v 2 v 3

t(us)1 2 3

4003002001000

t(us)1 4 5 2

Figure 5: Illustration of the SingleAssign with low
workload

possible scenario at the output port of S1 is exhibited in
part S1 in Figure 6, where the studied frame f2 finishes its
transmission at time 300 μs. The delay of the frame f2 is
R2 = 300 − 100 = 200 μs, higher than the case in Figure 5
(180 μs). It increases due to the fact that when the frame

f2 arrives at S1 at time a
S1

2 = 160 μs, the transmission of
frame f4, delayed by the transmission of frame f1, is not
completed which delays the transmission of frame f2. For
this case the SingleAssign could not separate frames at a
crossed switch.

S 1

aS1
2 aS1

5=aS1
1 aS1

4=

e1

v 2 v 3

v 4

e2

v 5 v 6

v 1

4003002001000
1 4 5 2 t(us)

1 2 3 t(us)

5 64 t(us)

Figure 6: Illustration of the SingleAssign with high
workload

Note that v1, v2 and v3 emitted by e1 visit three output
ports: e1 with the utilization Ue1 =

∑
(C1

T1
+ C2

T2
+ C3

T3
) =

0.375; the upper output port of S1 with the utilization US1
=∑

(C1

T1
+ C2

T2
+ C4

T4
+ C5

T5
) = 0.45; and the lower output port

of S1 with the utilization U
S
′

1

=
∑

(C3

T3
+ C6

T6
) = 0.3. Con-

sequently, for these three VLs, the most loaded port is the
upper output port of S1, followed by e1 and the lower output
port of S1. We could first assign offsets to v1 and v2 which
visit the most loaded port of S1, then pass to the v3, leading
to the offsets: O1 = 0 μs, O2 = 200 μs and O3 = 100 μs.
This case is illustrated in part e1 in Figure 7. Similar case
for the VLs emitted by e2 is shown in part e2 in Figure 7.
Then one possible scenario for the frame f2 at S1 is identi-
fied in part S1 in Figure 7, indicating that the delay of this
frame is R2 = 380−200 = 180 μs, which is smaller than the
one obtained by SingleAssign (200 μs). The reason is that
at the most loaded output port of S1 the workload is further
evenly distributed to reduce the waiting time in the buffer.

A proposed algorithm considers separating the VLs by de-
creasing utilization of the output ports they share. The off-
sets are first assigned to the flows visiting the most loaded
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4003002001000
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Figure 7: Illustration of the MostLoadSA with high
workload

port using the assignment SingleAssign, then to the flows
which are not yet handled in the secondly most loaded port
till all the flows of one ES are assigned with offsets. This al-
gorithm is developed based on the assignment SingleAssign
and denoted MostLoadSA.

For the PairAssign, a similar heuristic is proposed to con-
sider the load of the output ports. This heuristic, denoted
MostLoad, sorts the VL pairs (vi, vj) by decreasing values
of Ldi+Ldj , where Ldi is the workload (utilization) of most
loaded switch port crossed by vi.

Due to the nature of the switched Ethernet, flows in one set
can share several output ports. When flows share several
common switches, theminimum interval between two frames
decreases, which can increase the waiting time of a frame in
the output port. Then the number of crossed switches can
be considered in the offset assignments. For the PairAssign,
a heuristic, denoted CrossedS, is proposed. It sorts the
VL pairs (vi, vj) by decreasing values of cs(vi, vj), where
cs(vi, vj) is the number of common switches crossed by vi
and vj . For the SingleAssign, a similar heuristic, denoted
CrossedSSA, is proposed which orders the VLs in one set by
decreasing values of maximum number of crossed switch.

Besides the four new proposed heuristics, the existing offset
assignment heuristics presented in Section 2.2 are applied to
the AFDX network with the value of BAG as the period.
The evaluation on each offset assignment is processed in the
next section.

5. OBTAINED RESULTS
The existing and proposed offset assignments introduced in
Section 4 are applied to the industrial AFDX network pre-
sented in Section 2.1. In this evaluation, all the VLs are as-
sumed to be strictly periodic. The computation is processed
using the Network Calculus approach integrating the offsets,
which has been developed in [9]. The computed ETE delay
upper bounds of each offset assignment are compared with
those obtained from the network without offset constraints.
The statistic reductions on ETE delay upper bounds of each
algorithm are listed in Table 5. The columns Average, Max
and Min give the average, maximum and minimum reduc-
tions, respectively.

The SingleAssign as well as its extended algorithms Most-
LoadSA and CrossedSSA outperform the PairAssign heuris-
tics. Indeed, the average reductions obtained with the PairAs-

Heuristics Average % Max % Min %
IdealAssign 53.48 83.29 21.00

GCD 23.00 70.24 4.01
RateAdd 32.89 73.50 5.08
RAGCD 32.51 72.99 8.85
RMGCD 32.29 70.77 9.99

GCDMinus 32.95 70.06 8.83
MostLoad 32.12 70.06 8.84
CrossedS 32.32 73.03 8.90

SingleAssign 49.67 83.29 18.84
MostLoadSA 51.32 82.94 18.84
CrossedSSA 51.29 82.94 18.84

Table 5: The comparative results

sign heuristics are 23% (GCD) and 32% (RateAdd, RAGCD,
RMGCD, GCDMinus, MostLoad and CrossedS). It is 49%
for the SingleAssign and 51% for the SingleAssign based al-
gorithms adapted to the AFDX network. On the considered
example, the SingleAssign based algorithms are close to the
IdealAssign, which gives an average reduction of 53%.

The PairAssign heuristics are not efficient in the studied
context due to the limited different values of BAG, which
lead to same values of gcd(BAGi, BAGj) for different VL
pairs. Here is a small example in Figure 8. Considering VLs
v1, v2 and v3 with BAGi = 4 ms (i ∈ [1, 3]) of e1, there
are three pairs: (v1, v2), (v1, v3) and (v2, v3). They have the
same value of gcd(BAGi, BAGj) = 4 ms (1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3).

GCD leads to O1 = 0 ms, O2 = O1 + gcd(BAG1,BAG2)
2

=

2 ms, and O3 = O1 + gcd(BAG1,BAG3)
2

= 2 ms (O2 = O3).
The releases of the first frames for both v2 and v3 overlap,
and the frames have to wait in the queue. This case is de-
picted in Figure 9.

e1 v1
S 1e2

v4

v1 v2 v3 v2 v3 v4

Figure 8: A small example of AFDX

v1v3v2v1

v1 v2 v1v3

1 2 1

1 13 2

3

t(ms)

t(ms)

420 1 3

GCD

SingleAssign

Figure 9: Comparison of GCD and SingleAssign

The situation is different when applying the offset assign-
ment SingleAssign (Figure 9). With the same configura-
tion, the offsets are set in order: O1 = 0 ms, O2 = 2 ms and
O3 = 1 ms. In this way, no frame has to wait in the output
queue of e1.

The analyzed problem of GCD for the industrial AFDX net-
work exists for all the PairAssign heuristics because the
computation of offsetsmainly concerns the value of gcd(BAGi,
BAGj) even if the order of pairs varies based on different
criteria.
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The results are further studied by a normalized method. For
one path Px, the computed ETE delay upper bound with-
out offset assignment is considered as the reference (denoted
rfx) and normalized as 100. The computed result with one
offset assignment (denoted cpx) is taken as the comparison
and normalized as Ncpx:

Ncpx = 100 + (
cpx − rfx

rfx
× 100)

All the 6412 VL paths are sorted by increasing order of
Ncpx. Three offset assignments are taken into account: Ide-
alAssign, SingleAssign, and MostLoadSA. The comparative
results are presented in Figure 10.
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Figure 10: Comparative results of IdealAssign, Sin-
gleAssign and MostLoadSA

It can be seen in Figure 10 that the MostLoadSA curve is
close to the IdealAssign curve, which reveals that this algo-
rithm taking into account the AFDX properties works well
on this industrial AFDX network. The gap between the
SingleAssign curve and the IdealAssign curve is also small
(although bigger than the gap with MostLoadSA curve). It
suggests that a simple algorithm could be efficient to sepa-
rate the flows of the industrial AFDX network.

Further evaluations have been conducted, leading to the
same conclusions. They consider the same industrial AFDX
architecture described in Section 2.1 and the overall work-
load 10% is kept. For each VL, the Smin and Smax are
randomly chosen from 72 bytes to 1526 bytes, and the BAG
value is randomly chosen from 1 ms to 128 ms as the powers
of 2. The results show that the average ETE delay reduc-
tion brought by the IdealAssign is 45%. The PairAssign
heuristics bring average reductions ranging from 24% to
31%, which are far from the IdealAssign. The algorithms
based on the SingleAssign bring average reductions ranging
from 39% to 40%, which are closer to the IdealAssign.

6. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the offset assignments for the industrial AFDX
network are studied. Since the optimal offset assignment
is intractable in this context, an optimal scenario is built
based on a presumed ideal assignment in order to upper
bound the gap between the optimal offset assignment and

each offset assignment heuristic. New heuristics considering
the AFDX characteristics are proposed. Using the Network
Calculus approach, the improvement on ETE delay upper
bound bought by each heuristic is compared to the ideal al-
gorithm. It is demonstrated that PairAssign heuristics are
not efficient when applied to the industrial AFDX network
due to the limited different values of BAG. The Single-
Assign turns out a near optimal algorithm in the studied
context. Although the heuristics integrating specific AFDX
characteristics bring slight improvements in contrast to the
SingleAssign, they are of increased complexity.

The industrial AFDX network considered in this paper is
lightly loaded. The offset assignment for a switched Ether-
net with heavier workload remains an open question, which
is the subject of our ongoing work.
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ABSTRACT
This paper provides an overview of three important emerging 
standards in modern Avionics - ARINC-664 Part 7 (AFDX), TTP 
and ARINC-653 - and addresses challenges and opportunities 
arising from their adoption. Beyond several potential benefits 
offered by these standards, additional effort should be expected by 
practitioners when system design requires, for instance, timing 
analysis for estimating data transmission jitter. This paper presents 
some of these design challenges and suggests new academic 
research opportunities for, for instance, extending current timing 
analysis methods for distributed systems. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.2 [Computer Science]: Physical Sciences and Engineering –
Digital Data Communication Networks. C.2.2 [Computer Systems 
Organization]: Computer Communication Networks - Network 
Protocols. 

General Terms
Avionics, Networking. 

Keywords
Networking, Avionics, Digital Data Bus, Time-Triggered 
Architecture, Operating Systems, Partitioning. 

1. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of "Integrated Modular Avionics" (IMA) by the 
Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA DO-297) in 
November 2005 [1] gave focus to new industry standards. 
"Avionics Full Duplex Switched Network" (ARINC 644 Part 7 
"AFDX") [2], "Time-Triggered Protocol" (TTA Group "TTP") [3] 
and "Application Executive interface" (ARINC 653 "APEX") [4] 
emerged offering new levels of modularity and communality to 
avionic systems. These standards present new challenges for 
system manufacturers and integrators, but offer new opportunities 
to improve current analytical methods for predicting system 
behavior during the design phase. 

2. CURRENT AVIONICS DESIGN 
Previous avionics systems were dominated by what was 
commonly called “Federated Architecture”, whereby one function 
or application was confined in one “black box”. In federated 
systems, these “black boxes” communicate through digital buses 

such as ARINC-429, which provided a point-to-point single-
channel communication, or MIL-STD-1553, which provided an 
arbitrated data bus. 

Such architecture led sometimes to excessive cabling, for one box 
needed to be physically connected to multiple other boxes, so 
applications could exchange data. 

More recently, with the introduction of “IMA - Integrated 
Modular Avionics”, concept formalized in 2005 as the Radio 
Technical Commission for Aeronautics (RTCA) standard DO-297 
“Integrated Modular Avionics (IMA) Development Guidance and 
Certification Considerations”, things began to change. 

With IMA, one box could host more than one application, so 
boxes became cabinets populated with multiple processing and 
input-output modules.  New digital data buses, such as AFDX and 
TTP, appeared offering better ways of exchanging data among 
different applications. The use of COTS technologies, in 
particular Ethernet/IP networking became ubiquitous for obvious 
reasons, given the multitude of hardware and software resources 
and academic research around it. 

However, not only data communication became a concern under 
IMA. Software Certification issues and the desire to free 
application from underlying proprietary operating system software 
interface favored the advent of another standard ARINC-653
“Avionics Application Software Standard Interface”, which 
enforces not only one single software interface between 
applications and operating system services, but also impose a 
strict logical separation between applications running in the same 
processing module. 

The next paragraphs will detail more these three important 
standards: AFDX, TTP and ARINC-653 at the new challenges 
system designers and opportunities for academic researchers. 

3. THE “AFDX” STANDARD
The “AFDX” standard is the Part 7 of the ARINC-664 “Aircraft 
Data Network” standard, called “Avionics Full Duplex Switched 
Ethernet Network” introduced formally in 2005. It describes a 
“more deterministic” switched Ethernet/IP network, that is, a 
switched network where a few constraints are applied.  On the 
transmitting end, called “End-System”, a data transmission rate is 
associated to one virtual multicast unidirectional communication 
channel called “Virtual Link”, or VL in terms of a “Bandwidth 
Allocation Gap”, or BAG measured in milliseconds, and a 
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maximum frame size, called “Lmax” measured in bytes.  Thus, the 
rate is defined as “Lmax/BAG” and is defined per VL. 
Since a switched network implies the use of a switch, this piece of 
hardware became crucial to the design of the network. An AFDX 
Switch does not only perform packet forwarding as usual, but also 
enforces Traffic Policing at its input ports. This feature is based in 
the “Token Bucket” algorithm and discards packets that arrive in a 
pace faster than “Jswitch” milliseconds. This “Jswitch” quantity is 
programmed in the AFDX switch and is defined per VL. With 
Traffic Policing, the AFDX switch protects the network from 
what is usually called “babbling idiot”, a misbehaved node that 
transmits more that than it is designed to. 
The AFDX data frame uses a suffix (lower 16 bits) in its multicast 
MAC Destination Address to define a VL. The remainder of the 
frame takes its model from UDP/IP with one difference: the last 
byte is reserved for count frames from 1 to 255, a quantity used in 
AFDX’es “Redundancy Management”.  The AFDX network uses 
two physically separated channels, so each AFDX “End- System” 
transmits the same data frame in these two channels at the same 
time. In the receiving “End- System”, the “Sequence Number” is 
used by the “Redundancy Manager” to discard frame copies that 
arrive too late. 
Designers of an AFDX network need to take into account several 
potential sources of transmission jitter. On the transmitting “End-
System”, frames are queued before reaching the physical medium.
Inside the AFDX switch, forwarded frames are queued in the 
output port before they depart to their destination node. The 
measure of jitter is relevant to the AFDX network design, for the 
“Jswitch” quantity must be correctly estimated and programmed 
in the switch for each VL. 

Figure 1. Virtual Link Flow Regulation in AFDX. 
Adapted from ARINC-664 Part 7, Page 12 – Figure3-6. 

Figure 1 shows how traffic flow is regulated on a transmitting 
AFDX End-System. Note that transmission jitter should be 
expected after messages are produced at a rate equal to BAG for 
each VL. 

4. THE “TTP” STANDARD 
The “Time-Triggered Protocol” (TTP) was introduced in 2003 by 
the “Time-Triggered Architecture Group” (TTA-Group) and has 
been recently adopted by SAE as the AS6003 standard. 

The basic principle of TTP communication is “Time-Division 
Multiple Access” (TDMA). TTP nodes are time-synchronized and 
are allowed to transmit using the full speed of the physical 

medium for a limited time period. TTP node transmits in turns 
according to a precise schedule recoded in the “Message 
Description List” copied in each TTP node before operation starts.
Each TTP node has one reserved transmission “Slot”, many 
“Slots” form a “Round”, and many “Rounds” form a “TTP 
cluster”. “Rounds” are usually short in the order of a few 
milliseconds and “TTP Clusters” are as long as a few tens of 
milliseconds. 

Messages transmitted in each “Slot” can be as long as 240 bytes 
and the format is application dependent. Clock synchronization is 
achieved using an distributed clock correction algorithm 
described as “Fault Tolerant Average” (FTA) [5]. The TTP 
network has two physically separated channels that can be used in 
redundancy or as two independent channels. 

Designers of a TTP network need to take into account the period 
and the execution time of the applications that transmit and 
receive data, for its is essential for time-critical applications, such 
as a Flight Control System, that the data produced is consumed as 
early as possible. 

Figure 2 shows a typical TTP Cluster taken from TTTech’s 
“Brake-by-Wire” book example, as displayed by TTPlan®, 
TTTech’s own TTP configuration tool. It has 7 slots and 4 rounds 
of 2,500 microseconds each. Note that, in this case, the two 
physical channels are used independently to transmit different size 
messages. 

5. THE ARINC-653 STANDARD 
The ARINC-653 standard was formally introduced in 2005. In its 
words: “The primary objective of this Specification is to define a 
general-purpose APEX (APplication/EXecutive) interface 
between the Operating System (O/S) of an avionics computer 
resource and the application software”. This standard introduces 
two important concepts: “Temporal Partitioning” and “Spatial 
Partitioning”.

“Temporal Partitioning” is realized by the introduction of a fixed 
periodic scheduling of “Partitions”, a limited time-window where 
applications are allowed to execute. “Spatial Partitioning” is 
realized by the definition of each “Partition” virtual address space 
at system startup. This logical separation allows applications of 
different criticality levels (as defined in the ARP-4754 standards) 
to run in the same processing module. 

Furthermore, the ARINC-653 standard defines a complete set of 
operating system services for managing partitions, processes and 
data communication within a partition and between partitions. 
The latter introduces the concept of “ports”, which in turn are 
immediately associated to UDP ports as used by AFDX networks. 

System designers that decide for the ARINC-653 “APEX” face 
the challenge of not only having to estimate the execution time of 
tasks, but also to decide how long should be the duration of each 
partition where these tasks are expected to execute. Should an 
application exceed the allotted time-window of its partition, it will 
be suspended and resumed only in the next partition period. 
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Figure 2. A typical TTP Cluster shown in TTPlan®. 
Adapted from TTTech Computer Technik AG. 

Figure 3. A typical temporal partitioning in ARINC-653. 
Adapted from ARTIST2 – Integrated Modular Avionics A380. 
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Figure 3 shows one temporal partition configuration [6], where 
three applications (in colors yellow, red and green) occupy limited 
time windows within what is frequently called “minor frames”, 
where they are allowed to run until they either finish execution 
(spare time is indicated by a “checkered” colored pattern) or 
become suspended in favor of the next partition. Note that 
application “red” is allowed to run for time 5 to time 12.5 
milliseconds in the first “minor-frame”, while applications 
“yellow” and “green” are allowed to run in the first and second 
“minor-frames”. Not also that the temporal behavior repeats itself 
every two “minor-frames” in what the standard calls “Major-
Frame”.

6. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES 
System designers willing to adopt AFDX, TTP and ARINC-653 
standards need to decide: 

� For the AFDX network configuration: How many Virtual 
Links? How many AFDX Switches? What Bandwidth 
Allocation Gaps (BAGs) to choose? 

� For the TTP Cluster configuration: How many Slots? How 
many Rounds? How big the messages should be? 

� For the ARINC-653 processing load distribution: How many 
processing modules? How many partitions per module? How 
long should be the duration of each partition? 

Further, issues about and time, as well as task synchronization 
should also be addressed and decided upon. 

As for researchers, new design challenges offer great 
opportunities for: 

� Extending current analysis methods: “Timing Analysis” 
should be able to analyse the entire distributed system, from 
task scheduling in processing modules to delays in message 
transmission and reception. 

� Creating configuration and optimization tools: The bigger the 
system, the more automation should be in place for 
configuring and optimizing it (a lengthy analysis process is 
never practical). 

� Pursuing further studies on time synchronization in 
distributed systems: Should hardware support for time 
synchronization always be in place? How good time 
synchronization using exclusively software should be? 

In addition, the fact that the ARINC-653 standard offers little 
guidance for “extra-cabinet” communication offers another great 
opportunity for studies that eventually may fill in this important 
gap, avoiding OS supplier specific implementation and securing, 
true application portability. 

7. CONCLUSION
With the introduction of IMA, new industry standards such as 
AFDX, TTP and APEX present new challenges for system 
manufacturers and integrators, but more important, opportunities 
for new academic endeavors, such as: 
� Composition of AFDX, TTP and ARINC-653, extending 

current “Holistic Timing Analysis” methods for evaluating 
task WCRT/BCRT and message transmission jitter; 

� Include “Data Aging” in the analysis;
� “Fill-in-the-blanks” where ARINC-653 left physical I/O 

unmapped (materialize “Pseudo Partitions”);
� Formally evaluate and recommend standard Time 

Synchronization Protocols for distributed systems, such as 
Network Timing Protocol (NTP) and IEEE-1588 Precision 
Time Protocol in time-critical applications; 

� Could a “Virtual Machine Hypervisor” be an alternative to 
ARINC-653? 

In the years to come, more theoretical studies shall be required as 
time-critical applications developed using AFDX, TTP and 
ARINC-653 mature. 
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